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$1/$2 in Ukraine

OPIC reopens programs in Ukraine Odesa under siege by battling
Agreement paves way for millions in U.S. investment oligarchs, say civic activists
WASHINGTON – Paving the way for
millions of dollars in potential U.S. private sector investment in the country, the
Overseas Private Investment Corporation
(OPIC) has restored its programs in
Ukraine, following the signing on
December 16 of an agreement resolving a
dispute over an insurance claim paid by
OPIC.
By virtue of the agreement, OPIC is
now able to provide financing and political risk insurance to American companies
investing in Ukraine.
Previously, OPIC had provided more
than $254 million in financing and insurance to 21 projects in Ukraine, in sectors
ranging from manufacturing and construction to energy and financial services.
“OPIC is pleased to once again make
available its support for U.S. investment
in Ukraine, a development which we
anticipate will send a highly positive signal to prospective investors in the country,” said OPIC Acting President Dr.
Lawrence Spinelli.

“This historic occasion is indicative of
Ukraine’s ongoing efforts to improve its
investment climate, and we commend the
Ukrainian government for its hard work
in bringing about this result. We look forward to working with both U.S. and
Ukrainian businesses to facilitate new
levels of American investment in
Ukraine,” he said.
Vice-President Joseph R. Biden also
noted the significance of the agreement
during a visit to Ukraine earlier this year.
“I was pleased to learn that the government has taken the final decision necessary to bring the Overseas Private
Investment Corporation back to Ukraine.
That will make it easier for American
companies to reinvest in Ukraine, and
invest in the first place, which will help
both our economies in the current downturn,” Mr. Biden said on July 21.
The signing of the December 7 agreement was the culmination of a series of
(Continued on page 10)

by Zenon Zawada
Kyiv Press Bureau

KYIV – Vitaliy Svichynskyi was leading a meeting of the Young People’s
Movement civic organization in late
November 2009 when a radical from the
city’s violent pro-Russian Rodina movement invited him outside for a face-toface talk.
Instead of exchanging ideas, Mr.
Svichynskyi was confronted by 12 thugs
who threatened violence if he didn’t stop
his civic activity against them. They
shoved him to provoke a fight, egging
him to invite his friends for a brawl. Mr.
Svichynskyi’s father came in the nick of
time to rescue him.
Odesa is under siege by criminal oligarchs and politicians, local activists said,
taking advantage of Ukraine’s lawlessness to spread hate in the local media and
manipulate impressionable youngsters to
wage their street wars.
“I am concerned about this youth

ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE CONVENTION OF THE
UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, INC.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, BRANCH OFFICERS AND TO ALL
MEMBERS OF THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, THAT THE

37th REGULAR CONVENTION
of the

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, INC.
will be held at Soyuzivka Heritage Center
in Kerhonkson, NY
Beginning Thursday, May 20, 2010, through Sunday, May 23, 2010.
In accordance with the By-Laws of the UNA regarding election of delegates to the Convention, the qualifications for delegates,
the number of delegates from each Branch and the credentials of delegates are as follows:
The election of delegates and their alternates must be held within 60 days of the announcement of the Convention. Since the
Convention was announced on January 1, 2010, the 60-day term for election of delegates and their alternates ends on March 1,
2010.
Delegates and their alternates to which the Branch is entitled shall be elected at a regular meeting of the Branch by the members present. Nominations shall be made from the floor and all candidates will be presented to the membership for a vote. The
candidate or candidates receiving the highest number of votes shall be elected delegates. Alternate delegates shall be elected
by separate vote in similar manner. All tie votes involving alternates shall be immediately resolved by another ballot for the candidates involved. Each member shall be entitled to one vote for each delegate and each alternate authorized to the Branch.
Delegates and their alternates must be elected at the same regular Branch meeting. In the event that a delegate fails or is
unable to attend a Convention, an alternate shall be seated in his or her place, and remain seated for the balance of the
Convention. If a Branch has more than one delegate, the seats of the absent delegates shall be occupied by alternates in the
order of the highest number of votes received in the election.
Only UNA members in good standing may be present at the meeting and vote for delegates and their alternates. A member in
good standing is one who has a certificate of insurance in the UNA on which dues are being paid. A member who has transferred

(Continued on page 5)
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Vitaliy Svichynskyi, 23, said Igor
Markov’s thugs threatened violence
against him for his civic activity.
which is deceived, this youth which will
be disappointed unfortunately,” Mr.
Svichynskyi told a December 3, 2009,
press conference in Kyiv, which Odesa’s
civic activists held to raise public awareness about the anarchy their city has
descended into.
“I am concerned for this youth which
is being called out to the barricades, to
these gladiator fights to achieve some
kind of pseudo-truth.”
The failure of the Orange government,
led by President Viktor Yushchenko and
Prime Minister Yulia Tymoshenko, to
install a functioning system of law and
order in Ukraine has created a vacuum in
which local criminal clans have taken
control of regions and cities and turned
them into battlegrounds for their wars.
These clans have begun the fight for
government posts, which will be determined at the May 30 elections for city
and oblast council members and chairmen. The battle for Odesa’s mayorship is
particularly contentious.
Yet instead of civilized campaign
advertising, stump speeches and fliers,
their weapons are hate speech, violence
and abusing their access to government
resources (adminresurs).
In Odesa’s case, the lack of ethics and
basic standards of human decency among
the city’s criminal oligarchy poses a
direct threat to its peace and stability,
civic leaders said.
“The current situation is being exacerbated unbelievably,” said Oleksander
Vyetrov, a member of the local Journalists
Union. “Not only is aggression being
advocated on the open air, but news
reports are being broadcast 24-hours,
repeated dozens of times, displaying peo(Continued on page 10)
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Mixed feelings, as Russia marks
130 years since Stalin’s birth
by Kevin O’Flynn
RFE/RL

MOSCOW – Millions of Soviet citizens perished in prison camps and ethnicdeportation campaigns under the reign of
Joseph Stalin. Nonetheless, he remains
one of Russia’s most popular historical
figures, remembered fondly as a strong
leader who led the Soviet Union to victory in World War II.
“Comrades! The Great Patriotic War
has ended with our complete victory,”
Stalin told Soviet citizens in a radio
broadcast on May 10, 1945. “The period
of war in Europe has come to an end. A
period of peaceful development has now
begun.”
It was 130 years ago on December 21
that Stalin was born, as Iosif
Dzhugashvili, in the Georgian town of
Gori. Russia’s Communist Party is marking the anniversary with a wreath-hanging ceremony at Stalin’s Kremlin gravesite and numerous marches in his honor.
“Between 3,000 and 5,000 people
went. They kept coming and coming and
coming, and we placed [flowers], and
people were still coming,” says Nikolai
Kharitonov, a Communist lawmaker in
the State Duma who was among those
who went to Stalin’s grave that day.
“That’s why it’s a holiday. I’m the son of
an officer who served under the leadership of the Generalissimo Iosif
Vissarionovich Stalin.”
Communists handed out medals to a
number of famous sportsmen, including
former world chess champion Anatoly
Karpov, to commemorate Stalin’s birth.
Party members also called for a moratorium on criticism of the controversial leader to allow people time to reflect on his
accomplishments.
Polling well
A recent poll indicates that most
Russians already view Stalin’s regime
favorably. The survey, by the VTsIOM
center for public opinion shows that 54
percent of Russians view Stalin’s leadership qualities favorably. Only 8 percent,
by contrast, gave a low assessment.
Last year, Stalin placed third in a television poll to identify the greatest Russian
ever, behind 13th century warrior
Alexander Nevsky and early 20th century
reformer Pyotr Stolypin.
The political resurrection of Stalin’s
legacy has coincided with the rise of
Vladimir Putin during the past decade.
Many critics say the Kremlin has purposely burnished Stalin’s legacy to feed
public enthusiasm for a new generation of
strong leaders.
Such trends are deeply disturbing to
activists like Irina Shcherbakova of
Memorial, a human rights group formed
to honor the victims of Stalinist repres-

Correction

In the story “VOA’s Ukrainian Service
marks 60th anniversary” (December 20,
2009), Sen. Benjamin Cardin, chairman
of the Helsinki Commission was incorrectly referred to as Rep. Cardin.

54 percent of Russians view Stalin’s
leadership qualities favorably.
sion.
“I think that you shouldn’t do anything
on this day, as it’s not a special day,” says
Ms. Shcherbakova. “The fact that it has
become a special day in Russia is a huge
problem, and says a lot about the chaos in
the minds of our people and society.”
More than 30 percent of people say
they would like to see Stalin as a leader
today, according to the VTsIOM poll, a
view that Shcherbakova calls “sad.”
“It’s not just that Stalin isn’t leaving
us, but that he appears again and again in
people’s consciousness, and as an alternative,” Ms. Shcherbakova says. “It shows
that people don’t have a notion of the
past, or the past is so mythologized and
deformed that it has nothing in common
with the real past of the country.”
Official cool
Russian President Dmitry Medvedev
surprised many this fall by openly criticizing the Stalin regime.
Speaking in a video blog on Russia’s
day of remembrance for the victims of
political repression, Mr. Medvedev called
Stalin’s repression “one of the greatest
tragedies in the history of Russia” and
said he was “convinced that no development, no successes or ambitions of the
country can be achieved at the expense of
human grief and losses.”
The state response to the anniversary
has been muted. Russian television had
no leading coverage of the day’s events.
And a new exhibit at a central gallery,
timed to coincide with the anniversary, is
designed to show the dictator at his most
spiteful.
The exhibit, titled “Messages from the
Great Leader,” consists of a series of 19th
and 20th century nude drawings by
famous artists defaced by handwritten
notes by Stalin, in an attempt to taunt his
party comrades.
One expletive-filled comment scribbled across the leg of a male nude is
directed at Karl Radek, the former head
of the Comintern, the international
Communist organization, who was
believed to have been shot dead by Soviet
secret police in 1939 at the height of
Stalin’s Great Terror.
“Ginger bastard Radek, if he hadn’t
pissed against the wind, if he hadn’t been
angry, he would be alive,” Stalin’s scribbles read.
Copyright 2009, RFE/RL Inc.
Reprinted with the permission of Radio
Free Europe/Radio Liberty, 1201
Connecticut Ave. NW, Washington DC
20036; www.rferl.org. See http://www.
rferl.org/content/Mixed_Feelings_As_
Russia_Marks_130_Years_Since_Stalins_
Birth/1909726.html.
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NEWSBRIEFS
Chechen leader’s comments on Ukraine
KYIV – Chechnya’s President Ramzan
Kadyrov was quoted in a story in The
Telegraph of London as saying that
“Georgia and Ukraine are afflictions of
Russia that need to be eradicated.” In an
interview published on December 21,
2009, he said, “Georgia, South Ossetia,
Ukraine, all this will go on and on. It’s
Russia’s private affliction. Why should we
always suffer if we can eradicate this for
good? We are a great power; we have
everything – an army, technology. We need
to attack.” Political scientist Valerii Bebyk,
who heads the Ukrainian Association of
Political Science, alleged that the statement was sanctioned by top Russian leaders. “A regional governor [in Russia] cannot... take such foreign political initiatives
without Moscow’s consent,” he stated. “I
think that this statement is very momentous, including in the context of our preelection situation,” Mr. Bebyk added. He
commented that the “risk of involving
Ukraine in all sorts of military conflicts
will exist as long as any foreign military
base is deployed in Ukraine. That’s why
the withdrawal of the military formations
of the Russian Black Sea Fleet [from
Ukraine] is necessary,” he said. In his
interview with The Telegraph, Mr.
Kadyrov also said that last year’s attack by
Georgia on the pro-Russian rebel region of
South Ossetia was part of a Western plot to
seize the whole Caucasus region. (InterfaxUkraine)
Kyiv indignant about Kadyrov statements
KYIV – Ukraine is indignant and anxious about the unfriendly statements by the
president of Chechnya, Ramzan Kadyrov,
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) of
Ukraine commented on December 24,
2009. The aggressive and militaristic statements by this official are absolutely inadmissible, the MFA noted. On the instruction of Foreign Affairs Minister Petro
Poroshenko, First Vice-Minister of Foreign
Affairs Volodymyr Khandohiy has spoken
by phone with Russia’s secretary of state,
Deputy Foreign Minister Grigoriy Karasin.
The Ukrainian side noted that such statements worry Ukraine as they are not in
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line with new approaches in UkraineRussia bilateral relations. Mr. Karasin
responded that the Russian Foreign
Ministry disassociates itself from the statement made by the president of a constituent republic of the Russian Federation and
that this is evident from Russian Foreign
Minister Sergey Lavrov’s comments to the
press regarding the official stance of the
Russian Federation on development of
Ukraine-Russia relations. Meanwhile,
Volodymyr Ohryzko, the first deputy secretary of the National Security and Defense
Council (NSDC) of Ukraine, claimed the
Chechen president’s statements fall within
the scope of Ukraine’s criminal code. Mr.
Ohryzko said he is convinced that law
enforcement agencies must study these
statements thoroughly and open a criminal
case. “It’s a marvel to me that, unfortunately, there is still no official response
from representatives of the Russian
Federation,” Mr. Ohryzko stressed.
(Ukrinform)
Websites misinterpreted interview
GROZNY, Russia – The British-based
news agency Reuters has accused some
Russian websites of mistranslating and
misinterpreting parts of an interview
Chechen President Ramzan Kadyrov gave
to the agency, the Chechen leader’s press
service on December 25, 2009. In a
Russian-language letter to Mr. Kadyrov’s
spokesman, Alvi Karimov, Reuters’
Moscow bureau expressed “extreme surprise at comments that emerged in the
Internet on December 24, 2009, after the
publication of an interview of Chechen
President R. Kadyrov with our chief correspondent, Michael Stott.” The letter also
noted: “Conclusions that Internet authors
base on quotations torn out of context conflict with the primary source, that is what
Reuters has written and what President
Kadyrov said.” A member of Reuters’ staff
contacted some of the websites where the
text of the interview was posted and
“pointed out inaccuracies in the translation
of our story that led to the distortion of the
meaning of what the Chechen president
had said and our agency had published.”
(Continued on page 14)
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NEWS ANALYSIS

Will there be a new U.S.-Russian
strategic arms reduction treaty?

Compiled by Zenon Zawada
This week, The Ukrainian Weekly continues its series of profiles of Ukraine’s
top presidential candidates.
N a m e : Yu l i a Vo l o d y m y r i v n a
Tymoshenko
Born: November 27, 1960
Birthplace: Dnipropetrovsk
Highest academic degree: Candidate
of sciences degree in economics in 1999.
Dissertation: State Management with a
Taxation System. University unknown.
Career: Among Ms. Tymoshenko’s
first business ventures was the Ukrainian
Gasoline Corporation launched in 1991,
which established a monopoly on supplying the oblast’s agro-industrial sector with
oil-based fuels. She and her partners
formed United Energy Systems of
Ukraine on the basis of that company in
1995, which became Ukraine’s biggest
natural gas intermediary between the
Russian Federation and Europe. She
gained election to the Ukrainian parliament in January 1997 after a seat was
vacated. Former President Leonid
Kuchma liquidated Unified Energy
Systems in 1998, which shifted her career
towards politics. In 2000, she was tapped
by Prime Minister Viktor Yushchenko to
serve as his vice-prime minister for fuel
and energy. She was able to retrieve hundreds of millions of dollars in taxes from
the natural gas sector, which Mr.
Yushchenko used to pay government
debts in wages and pensions. Salaries
even increased for some. That initiative
became the basis of their image as progressive reformers, which led to their rising popularity. Mr. Kuchma jailed Ms.
Tymoshenko in 2001 for tax evasion,
bribery and contraband. She emerged as
among Ukraine’s top political leaders
during the Orange Revolution, inspiring
the crowds with fiery speeches and directing the demonstrations, even partaking in
them herself.
Government Service: 13 years
Time Spent in Publicly Elected
Office: 13 years
Party: Batkivschyna All-Ukrainian
Union, among three parties in the Yulia
Tymoshenko Bloc.
Advisers: Longtime confidante
Oleksander Turchynov, Vice-Prime
Minister for Euro-Integration Hryhoriy
Nemyria, music mogul Mykola Bahrayev,
oligarch Viktor Medvedchuk, natural gas
trader Oleksander Abdullin, mega-millionaire banker Serhiy Buriak, Kharkiv
oligarch Oleksander Feldman.
Prime Minister: February 2005 –
September 2005; December 2007 –
Present
Officially Declared Assets: 386,000
hrv. ($48,000) annual salary as prime
minister in 2008. No savings, real estate
or investments declared.
Confirmed Undeclared Assets: Ms.
Tymoshenko has built at least five mansions for herself and her family,
Ukrayinska Pravda reported in November
2009. Ms. Tymoshenko is widely believed
to have earned hundreds of millions of
dollars, if not billions, in profit from
Unified Energy Systems of Ukraine in the
mid-1990s, enabling her to build mansions, wear expensive clothing and launch
her political career. Former Tymoshenko
advisor Mykhailo Brodskyi alleged she
earned a profit from the 2006 and 2007
elections by charging millions of dollars
for places on her bloc’s closed party list,
which has been confirmed by political
observers. President Viktor Yushchenko
alleged in mid-December 2009 that Ms.
Tymoshenko is hiding her massive wealth
“in the biggest offshore company in
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by Robert Coalson
RFE/RL
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Yulia Tymoshenko
Cyprus.” She has been accused of numerous financial schemes by her opponents.
Reforms as prime minister: Attempts
at reforms were made in Ms.
Tymoshenko’s first term but failed to
achieve consistency, said Volodymyr
Fesenko, a Kyiv political insider. Among
them were budget reforms, administrative
structural reforms and retooling Cabinet
posts and their responsibilities. Ms.
Tymoshenko abandoned attempts at
reform in her second term in favor of
populist policies, such as the program to
return Oschadbank back deposits lost during the Soviet collapse. Standardized college admissions testing was introduced
during Ms. Tymoshenko’s prime ministership, but observers don’t credit her
with this reform.
Governing Approach: “Tymoshenko’s
main goal is power, power and more
power,” said Stepan Khmara, the Soviet
dissident and former Tymoshenko ally
who has become among her most virulent
enemies. “Tymoshenko tends toward a
command administrative system,” said
Ivan Lozowy, a Kyiv insider. “She’s very
heavily statist, in terms of state-ownership, and state control.” Her social programs and hand-outs are geared towards
gaining electoral support in order to further enhance her power, he said. “She
always places an accent on making populist decisions which are widely accepted
by the electorate and tries to avoid unpopular decisions,” said Mr. Fesenko.
2010 Campaign
Official Economic Policy: Ms.
Tymoshenko doesn’t have a declared
grand economic vision for Ukraine or
stated policy, preferring to pursue separate policies that attempt to achieve shortterm gains in popularity among the electorate, observers said. The epitome of this
approach was her decision to return $1.2
billion to $1.3 billion in Oschadbank
deposits lost during the Soviet collapse
throughout 2008. That sum was a third of
what she promised, yet Ms. Tymoshenko
recently vowed to fulfill the remaining
sums in 2010. Ms. Tymoshenko claims to
support small- and medium-sized business, yet introduced no reforms or programs on their behalf. “She said pretty
much anything that sounded like the right
thing to say at the time,” Mr. Lozowy
said. Ms. Tymoshenko still favors reprivatizing enterprises that were bought
for low prices during the Kuchma era.
De Facto Economic Policy: Ms.
Tymoshenko wants to build a state-based
economy “in this respect very socialist, in
(Continued on page 12)

Outwardly, politicians on both sides
seem to be trying to keep up the momentum for an agreement, even though the
December 5, 2009, lapsing of the 1991
START agreement has come and gone
and there seems no chance that anything
will be nailed down by the revised deadline of the end of the year.
On December 21, 2009, at an end-of-theyear presser, Federation Council
International Affairs Committee Chairman
Mikhail Margelov said the two sides are
“half a step away” from completing the
treaty. Margelov named the “reset” in U.S.Russian relations as the key event of 2009.
At a similar event on December 22,
Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov described
the proposed agreement as “radical and
unprecedented,” but backed away from
speculating on when it might be signed.
But one can detect a dissonant note under
some of the optimistic rhetoric. Mr. Lavrov
hyped the new agreement as being “of a
fundamentally new quality” that “envisions
equal rights and symmetric measures of
control.” He seemed to be implying that the
1991 agreement – which has been hailed as
a cornerstone of global security by
Presidents Dmitry Medvedev and Barack
Obama – was somehow defective.
This note was struck directly by
Russia’s Chief of the General Staff
Nikolai Makarov, who said on December
21 that: “For Russia, the previous agreement was harmful. We want to conclude a
fair agreement that will ensure the security of both countries.” He expressed hope
that a new agreement will be signed in
early 2010.
There has long been informed speculation that the Russian military is less than
thrilled about the prospect of a new agreement, which reportedly will cut warheads
to 1,500-1,675. Analysts say, pointing to
the August 2008 war in Georgia, that
Russia is not ready to rely on its conventional military as its main deterrent.
By emphasizing the “half step” and the
“radical and unprecedented” nature of the
agreement, Moscow may be preparing the

ground to blame Washington if the talks
collapse.
The rhetoric Moscow is using in recent
days is also similar to what it deployed
when Mr. Medvedev was pushing his
draft treaty on European security – namely, the idea that it was necessary to radically overhaul existing agreements which
Russia argues are outdated and even
counterproductive. Mr. Medvedev’s proposal seems to be part of a broader
Russian strategy of undermining the postCold War institutions that it sees as propping up the unipolar world.
It will be interesting to see if the nuclear-arms talks break down because
Moscow insists on a “radical” proposal
that is as much of a nonstarter as the
Russian president’s draft treaty. It would
also be interesting if Moscow would spell
out what the problems are with START-1
and why a “radical and unprecedented”
departure is needed.
On the other side of the Atlantic, The
Washington Times is reporting that 41 U.S.
senators – all the Republicans and independent Joseph Lieberman – have signed a
letter to President Obama saying “we don’t
believe further reductions can be in the
national security interest of the U.S. in the
absence of a significant program to modernize our nuclear deterrent.”
The senators – and there are enough of
them to block ratification of any treaty in
the Senate – told the president that any
treaty must be submitted together with a
plan for upgrading existing weapons,
developing “a modern warhead,” and
modernizing the country’s main weaponsdevelopment facilities.
All in all, despite Moscow’s professed
“optimism” on bilateral relations, I’m
starting to feel increasingly skeptical that
we’ll be seeing anything more than a
face-saving accord any time soon.
Copyright 2009, RFE/RL Inc.
Reprinted with the permission of Radio
Free Europe/Radio Liberty, 1201
Connecticut Ave. NW, Washington DC
20036; www.rferl.org. See http://www.
rferl.org/content/blog/1910863.html.

Quotable notes

“…In the 21st century, Ukraine needs to pursue its own path as a pluralist
democracy and emerging market, balancing Western integration with a respect
for its older cultural roots and affinities. Despite the present economic crisis and
wide dissatisfaction with the political elite, Ukraine has a bright future. It has
fertile land, solid industry and well-endowed human capital.
“It also has a libertarian Cossack streak that explains how Ukraine came into
being — precisely because of the proud self-reliance of its diverse people. …
“What should the West do to help? The U.S. needs to continue balancing its
important ‘reset’ policy with Russia by reassuring its neighbors, foremost
Ukraine, of its active commitment.
“It is the fate of the post-Soviet countries to be part of what Moscow calls the
‘near abroad.’ While these states will always be near, it must be the policy of the
U.S. and European Union to make sure they remain ‘abroad,’ and free and prosperous. …
“Ukrainians and their Western partners alike should stick to a balanced path of
reform and long-term sustainability, not quick fixes and grand gestures. The end
of the Orange era will not be the end of Ukraine’s independence — nor of its
Euro-Atlantic identity.”
– Mark Medish, a visiting scholar at the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace and former senior director for Russian, Ukrainian and
Eurasian affairs on the National Security Council under President Bill Clinton,
in an op-ed piece in The New York Times on December 23.
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ANNOUNCEMENT
regarding election of delegates in UNA Branches
having less than 75 voting members
In accordance with the By-Laws of the UNA a
Branch having less than 75 voting members, that is,
members whose dues to that Branch include contributions to the Fraternal Fund of the UNA, may unite with
another Branch also having less than 75 voting members, for the purpose of electing a mutual representative at the Convention. If, when combined, the aggregate of the two Branches shall be no less than 75 voting members, they shall have the right to elect one
delegate.
Branches wishing to unite for the purpose of electing a delegate and an alternate, should each adopt a
formal resolution at their meeting and after mutual
agreement, should conduct an election. Unless otherwise agreed by the mutual consent of both Branches,
the Branch having the greater number of members
shall be entitled to elect the delegate and the Branch
having the lesser number of members, the alternate.
Both Branches, which have agreed to unite for the
purpose of electing a delegate and an alternate,
should immediately notify in writing, the Recording
Department of the UNA Home Office, which will send
the proper credentials to each Branch.
In order to facilitate mutual agreements between
Branches which have less than 75 voting members,
we have listed these Branches below, showing the
totals of voting members and the names and addresses of the Branch Secretaries, as well as telephone
numbers if available.
BR.
No

No of
Mem.
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BR.
No

No of
Mem.

NAME AND ADDRESS
OF SECRETARY

BR.
No

No of
Mem.

NAME AND ADDRESS
OF SECRETARY

134

36

IOURI LAZIRKO
5 BRANNON CT
CLIFTON NJ 07013
(973) 881-1291

257

22

PAUL BILECKY
3412 LA CRESCENTA AVE
GLENDALE CA 91208-1514
(818) 249-7698

137

67

KATHERINE SARGENT
2330 PARK AVE
EASTON PA 18045-2811
(610) 252-3289

264

42

BOHDAN HRYSHCHYSHYN
701 TRALEE DR
BETHEL PARK PA 15102-1333
(412) 833-2551

139

20

PETRO PYTEL
PO BOX 535
TWIN LAKES WI 53181-0535
(262) 877-3539

267

30

GLORIA TOLOPKA
293 W 5TH ST
DEER PARK NY 11729
(631) 667-6483

142

25

RODNEY S GODFREY
188 LAKE AVE
COLONIA NJ 07067
(732) 381-1212

282

74

MARY BOLOSKY
311 WRIGHT AVE
KINGSTON PA 18704-4613
(570) 288-4056

153

45

JURIJ DANYLIW
146 ALBEMARLE DR
BLUE BELL PA 19422-1128
(215) 646-3115

283

67

STEFAN LYSIAK
3202 BARRINGTON WAY
AUBURN NY 13021
(315) 253-7282

162

14

GEORGE B. FEDORIJCZUK
3520 SUSSEX LN
PHILADELPHIA PA 19114
(215) 632-8560

287

47

DANA A. SZYMCZYK
20 HERITAGE DR
HOWELL NJ 07731
(732) 363-0384

163

31

TEODOR DUDA
3212 GUILFORD ST APT 2
SECOND FLOOR
PHILADELPHIA PA 19136
(215) 332-4384

291

33

VERA NAPORA
3926 BROOKLYN AVE
CLEVELAND OH 44109
(216) 749-7851

292

65

165

29

NATALIE KORNOWA
3318 STICKNEY AVE
TOLEDO OH 43608-1351
(419) 726-4712

IRENE S. PRYJMA
26436 HAVERHILL DR
WARREN MI 48091
(586) 755-6855

304

52

169

39

GISELA STEFURYN
211 CARVERTON RD
TRUCKSVILLE PA 18708
(570) 696-4666

MARY I. HNATYK
3359 ELMWOOD AVE
KENMORE NY 14217
(716) 877-2182

305

65

180

59

NATALIA MIAHKY
647 GARNETTE RD
AKRON OH 44313
(330) 864-9425

MARGUERITE HENTOSH
221 HAZLE ST BOX 172
DELANO PA 18220
(570) 467-2471

316

68

184

71

ANDREW W LASTOWECKY
210 CLINTON AVE APT 5C
BROOKLYN, NY 11205-3428
(212) 475-1547

MARY SWERYDA
90 KARLAN DR
ROCHESTER NY 14617-5247
(585) 342-2089

320

54

217

62

OKSANA MARKUS
419 BROOKWOOD DR
ROCHESTER NY 14580
(585) 671-5654

PAUL G. FENCHAK
7422 BROOKWOOD AVE
BALTIMORE MD 21236
(410) 668-4325

323

14

MICHAEL BILYK
PO BOX 13
BASEHOR KS 66007
(913) 724-2219

325

48

BARBARA CHUPA
240 E 6TH ST
NEW YORK NY 10003
(212) 674-5340

327

51

BOHDAN PODOLIUK
31 TEXAS ST
HICKSVILLE NY 11801-2524
(516) 433-9381

339

19

MICHAEL LUCIW
1009 MELROSE AVE
MELROSE PARK PA 19027
(215) 635-5109

340

15

EUGENE MAKAR
1098 SUNNY SLOPE DR
MOUNTAINSIDE NJ 07092
(908) 654-9568

341

14

ANNA PETRICHYN
2409 MEIGHEN RD
WINDSOR ON N8W 4C2
CANADA
(519) 948-1127

NAME AND ADDRESS
OF SECRETARY

012

13

EUGENE GULYCZ
161 BOSTON POST RD APT 3C
WATERFORD CT 06385

017

22

PETER BYLEN
6510 VIKING AVE
PORTAGE IN 46368-3895
(219) 764-3922

020

52

ROMAN J KUROPAS
24619 HILL
WARREN MI 48091
(586) 756-1627

028

7

OLHA DUB
7925 AIRLINE DR
HOUSTON TX 77037
(281) 820-6132

049

17

REV MYRON STASIW
18 LEEDS ST
TORONTO ON M6G 1N7
CANADA
(416) 531-9945

056

17

PETE S KOHUT JR
67544 POGUE RD
ST CLAIRSVILLE OH 43950-0415
(740) 695-4131

221

69

HELEN KARACHEWSKY
5212 N PITTSBURGH AVE
CHICAGO IL 60656
(773) 631-7195

15

MARKO ZAWADOWYCH
1163 STEELER ST
DENVER CO 80206
(303) 355-2940

057

23

MICHAEL SAWKIW
18 BERKLEY AVE
COHOES NY 12047
(518) 237-4700

226

067

23

FRANK F STUBAN
8 COLONY ST EXT
SEYMOUR CT 06483-3502
(203) 888-9935

233

26

JULIA KRYSCHTAL
1017 WEST RIVER RD
ELYRIA OH 44035
(440) 277-8440

21

ALEX PRYSZLAK
5127 N 15TH ST
PHILADELPHIA PA 19141
(215) 329-8988

082

53

OLGA MARUSZCZAK
7420 ROBINDALE
DEARBORN HTS MI 48127
(313) 274-3807

239

086

23

NADIA DEMCZUR
152 ST PAUL’S AVE
JERSEY CITY NJ 07306
(201) 216-1788

241

14

JANET BARDELL
544 WINTER ST
WOONSOCKET RI 02895-1176
(401) 769-7132

28

LUBOMIRA SZEREMETA
120 CHERRY LN
NEW CASTLE DE 19720
(302) 652-8104

113

44

MICHAEL SHEAN
1545 WOODLAWN DR
LATROBE PA 15650-2838
(724) 539-7198

247

121

17

HELEN HEIM
7328 COLEMAN MILLS RD
ROME NY 13440
(315) 339-2823

253

17

PETER HAWRYLCIW
23 KAREN DR
LUDLOW MA 01056
(413) 589-0056

345

43

ALEXANDER POLETZ
3520 EDWARDS ST N E
ST ANTHONY MN 55418
(612) 781-8204

133

36

MICHAEL W. BOHDAN
1027 FALLS TER
UNION NJ 07083
(908) 964-8831

254

40

ADAM PLATOSZ
37 OLIVE ST
NEW BRITAIN CT 06051
(860) 225-9258

353

39

OSYP RINNYK
71 VAN LIEW AVE
MILLTOWN NJ 08850
(732) 545-9171
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355

12

SEMEN HASIAK
530 KENTUCKY ST
ST. JOSEPH MO 64504-1408
(816) 238-5237

445

25

484

50

NATALIE CHOLAWKA
709 JAMES ST
UTICA NY 13501
(315) 724-3584

356

11

OLEKSA PRODYWUS
908 AVERY RD
BELLEVUE NE 68123-4001
(402) 292-2551

HALYNA PETRYK
342 KNOWLES AVE
WINNIPEG MB R2G 1E2
CANADA
(204) 661-6316

450

56

488

5

VICTOR SZWEZ
5818 W CIELO GRANDE
GLENDALE AZ 85310
(623) 516-9812

FEDIR PETRYK
1800 GRIEB AVE
LEVITTOWN PA 19055
(215) 946-3962

MOTRIA M.MILANYTCH
529 W 111TH ST, APT 51
NEW YORK NY 10025
(212) 749-1664

466

37

ANNA KRUTYHOLOWA
21 ALICE ST
BRANTFORD ON N3R 1Y1
CANADA
(519) 756-5825

489

36

HALYNA KOLESSA
100 MONTGOMERY ST APT 23-H
JERSEY CITY NJ 07302
(201) 200-1915

498

11

LIDA HEWRYK
11440-37A AVE
EDMONTON AB T6J 0J5
CANADA
(780) 435-1533

500

10

MYROSLAV HLADYSHEVSKY
10 MARLOWE PL NE
CALGARY AB T2E 5P8
CANADA
(403) 277-3830

362

379

381

27

45

66

MYRON LUSZCZAK
215 S FOREST AVE
PALATINE IL 60074-6318
(847) 359-0467
BARBARA O. BOYD
12922 SW DOUG DR
LAKE SUZY FL 34268
(941) 627-1082

382

26

JULIA H. CRESINA
312 N NICE ST
FRACKVILLE PA 17931
(570) 874-0727

385

34

MYRON KRAMARCZUK
3438 SILVER LN NE
ST ANTHONY MN 55421
(612) 788-7957

387

22

IRENE OLIYNYK
103 BIRCH ST
WILLIMANTIC CT 06226
(860) 423-3815

388

29

ANDREW MARYNIUK
9111 E BAY HARBOR DR APT 6-B
BAY HARBOR ISLANDS FL 33154
(305) 868-1594

399

65

ANDRIJ SKYBA
4575 N NAGLE AVE
HARWOOD HEIGHTS IL 60706
(708) 867-7762

401

57

STEPHAN CHORNEY
22 ARROWSMITH AVE
TORONTO ON M6M 2W7
CANADA
(416) 247-9618

402

50

ANNA BURIJ
16 KEYWELL CT
TORONTO ON M8Y 1S7
CANADA
(416) 251-2776

407

35

TATIANA MISKIV
636 RUNNYMEDE RD
TORONTO ON M6S 3A2
CANADA
(416) 767-0628

412

57

EMILIA SMAL
217-16 DIXIE RD
ST CATHERINE’S ON L2N 7N5
CANADA
(905) 646-8158

414

59

GLORIA HORBATY
3 PEQUOT RD
WALLINGFORD CT 06492
(203) 269-5909

423

24

VERA GOJEWYCZ
2147 YALE CIR
HOFFMAN ESTATES IL 60192
(847) 466-0817

432

67

OLGA SVYSTOUN
5 PLATINUM AVE
RICHMOND HILL ON L4E 5E2
CANADA
(647) 274-0642

441

21

SUSAN SOLDAN
190 WOLVERINE CRESC
THUNDER BAY ON P7C 5Z1
CANADA
(807) 475-4550

444

49

ALBERT KACHKOWSKI
126 SIMON FRASER CRESC
SASKATOON SK S7H 3T1
CANADA
(306) 374-7675

472

48

ROMAN ZAJAC
2232 W CHICAGO AVE #3F
CHICAGO IL 60622-7684
(773) 384-7559

473

44

SERGUEI DJOULA
4740 LACOMBE
MONTREAL QC H3W 1R3
CANADA
(514) 733-3686

Announcement of the convention...
(Continued from page 1)

to extended insurance, or paid-up insurance, or is suspended, may not be present at the meeting nor can he (or
she) vote. Members in good standing may vote for delegates and their alternates only in that Branch where they
pay dues to the Fraternal Fund. No vote by proxy shall be allowed.
Only those members may be elected as delegates or alternates who are in good standing and have all the
qualifications for an officer of the Branch, i.e., have been members of the UNA not less than one year and of their
Branch not less than six months, and in which they pay dues to the Fraternal Fund, are over 18 years of age, are
of Ukrainian nationality or descent and are not officers or assembly officers, agents or salesmen of any other
similar fraternal organization or life insurance company, and are fulfilling all obligations toward the UNA, in particular, have shown active participation in organizational and promotional work for the UNA. No person shall be eligible for delegate or alternate who at any time unjustifiably or maliciously instituted or caused to be instituted any
suit, action or proceeding against the UNA either on his own behalf or on behalf of any other member.
Every duly established Branch in good standing in the Association, having 75 or more members who pay in
fraternal dues into the Fraternal Fund of the UNA, shall be entitled to representation and vote on all matters to be
acted upon at the Convention as follows: Branches having 75 to 149 members inclusive, one delegate; those
having 150 to 225 members inclusive, two delegates; those having 226-301 members inclusive, three delegates;
those having 301 or more members, four delegates. Each delegate shall be entitled to one vote. No Branch shall
be entitled to more than four votes.
A Branch having less than 75 members, for the purpose of representation at the Convention, may unite with
another Branch also having less than 75 members and if, when combined, the aggregate of the two Branches
shall be no less than 75 members who pay dues in these Branches to the Fraternal Fund, they shall have the
right to elect one delegate. Unless otherwise agreed by the mutual consent of both Branches, the Branch having
the greater number of members shall be entitled to elect the delegate, and the Branch having the lesser number
of members, the alternate.
Credentials of delegates and their alternates must be sent to the Home Office of the UNA within 10 days of the
election, but no later than 60 days prior to the Convention.
Parsippany, NJ, January 1, 2010
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION:
STEFAN KACZARAJ, President
ZENON HOLUBEC, First Vice-President
MICHAEL KOZIUPA, Second Vice-President
MYRON GROCH, Director for Canada
CHRISTINE E. KOZAK, National Secretary
ROMA LISOVICH, Treasurer
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The Ukrainian Weekly
Be careful who you trust

Dmitry Dokunov, a cameraman with Odesa’s hate-spewing ATV television network, alleged that Ukrainian nationalists stabbed him during a September 29, 2009,
demonstration he was recording.
The New York-based Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ) immediately released
a statement indicating it was “alarmed by the violent attack on the crew of an opposition Russian-language news channel in Odesa and urges Ukrainian authorities to thoroughly investigate the incident.”
It’s a relief to know the CPJ is defending vigilantly the sanctity and well-being of
journalists. Violence against journalists mustn’t be tolerated in civilized societies.
At the same time, the CPJ needs to do its homework when investigating the details
of particular incidents. And it needs to verify whom to trust for facts when reporting
and describing them.
That ATV is a Russian-language news channel is entirely irrelevant to the attack.
The vast majority of Ukrainian television networks, whether local or national, broadcast a significant amount of content in the Russian language. The vast majority of
Odesa’s residents speak Russian.
The critical issue is whether the victims, Mr. Dokunov and reporter Olesya
Klintsova, who said she was hit in the head with a heavy object, represent a legitimate
media organization with legitimate ownership that deserves our trust.
The ATV network is owned by Igor Markov, an oligarch with a criminal history,
according to the Security Service of Ukraine, who encourages violence against the
city’s ethnic minorities through his various media outlets. He was caught on video
beating ethnically conscious Ukrainians with his own fists.
While police have yet to arrest Mr. Dokunov’s attackers, who remain unknown, the
majority of Odesa’s civic leaders believe it was someone from Mr. Markov’s own
entourage who committed the assault, in order to provoke ethnic conflict and cast as
victims the ATV staffers, who are typically the aggressors.
The so-called nationalists (ATV labels anyone who speaks Ukrainian as a “nationalist”) even offered to pay for Mr. Dokunov’s medical expenses since ATV “is truly
capable of amputating your arm only to promote itself yet again.”
“Authorities should investigate why police officers present at the protest rally did
not move to stop the assault on these journalists,” stated Nina Ognianova, the CPJ
Europe and Central Asia program coordinator.
Yet a little research of Ms. Ognianova’s part would have revealed that Mr. Dokunov
was stabbed away from the rally, where police officers weren’t present. Protest leaders
said none of their demonstrators could have been near Mr. Dokunov when he was
stabbed because he had left the rally.
“The National Television and Radio Broadcasting Council has been trying to shut
down ATV because of its critical position toward nationalist groups and local and
national authorities,” the statement reported, citing comments made by station editor
Galina Vygovskaya.
Yet Ms. Ognianova didn’t bother to research the history of ethnic hatred spewed by
ATV on a daily basis.
ATV regularly runs phrases in its news ticker such as, “All Jews together with
[Mayor Eduard] Hurvits must be tossed from Odesa” and “We’ll throw out all
Western-Ukrainian filth from Odesa.”
The network broadcasts images of violence committed by thugs hired by or associated with Mr. Markov, terrorizing people ranging from simple businessmen to ethnic
minorities, with news anchors offering comments such as, “They got what they
deserved, that’s how it’s supposed to be, that’s what they need.”
ATV also regularly edits its so-called news reports to misrepresent and misquote its
enemies, both real and perceived, making them appear as hostile as its staffers are,
civic leaders said.
In light of such media content, the National Television and Radio Broadcasting
Council would be utterly remiss in failing to revoke ATV’s broadcasting license.
The CPJ’s characterization of ATV as an “opposition” television network is off the
mark. Opposition implies constructive. ATV is a public danger that’s threatening the
peace and stability of Odesa, which is descending into anarchy, local civic leaders told
a December 3, 2009, press conference in Kyiv.
By quoting ATV staffers throughout its statement and trusting them, the CPJ set a
dangerous precedent in lending its credibility to a network that indulges in slander,
misrepresentation, promoting violence and encouraging ethnic hatred.
Editors, anchors and reporters who indulge in such anti-social behavior don’t
deserve to be considered legitimate journalists, worthy of the public trust.

Jan.
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Turning the pages back...

Two years ago, on January 9, 2008, the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of the Russian Federation issued a statement by the
Information and Press Department critical of a decree ruled by
the Constitutional Court of Ukraine on December 24, 2007,
that all of the country’s movie theaters must show both foreign and domestic films
only in Ukrainian.
The statement charged that Ukraine was in violation of “international responsibilities” that “do not adhere to the European Charter on Regional Languages or Languages
of Minorities, which, under the aegis of the government, foresees the development of
cinematic production in the languages of minorities.”
Hanna Chmil, spokesperson for the State Film Service of Ukraine, stated that the
Constitutional Court ruling was in no way discriminatory toward the Russian national
minority. “By quoting the European Charter on Regional Languages, the Russian
Ministry of Foreign Affairs is playing an artificial game, because although the

2008

(Continued on page 29)
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The Bethlehem Star guides us
Christmas pastoral letter of the Permanent
Conference of Ukrainian
Orthodox Bishops Beyond
the Borders of Ukraine.
To the venerable clergy,
monastics and faithful of
the Ukrainian Orthodox
Church beyond the borders
of Ukraine and to our
brothers and sisters of the
faith in Ukraine: Peace be
with you from the ChristChild – born of God’s
Love for us!
Christ is born! Let us
glorify Him!
“…the star which they
had seen in the East went
before them, till it came
and stood over where the
young Child was.”
(Matthew 2:9)
Once again the light of
the Star guides us to
Bethlehem! Once again
our hearts are lifted up by
the angelic choir singing:
Icon by Michael Kapeluck.
“Glory to God in the highest. Peace to men of good will.”
evil, persecutions and difficulties of this
Again the shepherds have left their earthly life! Evidence of this are the magfields, the wise men their far-off countries nificent carols that echoed from village to
and we, together with them, we fall upon village – carols that embraced the thouour knees in wonder seeing God descend- sands of churches that were erected by
ing from Heaven to embrace in His arms our God-loving ancestors.
a Babe that rests with His Mother in a
We who have been graced by God as
cave. He has descended the staircase of your hierarchs pray that the newborn
Heaven to save humanity and to take us Christ Child may find His way into all of
up that same staircase for eternity to live our souls… may the good that lies in
with our Creator – our Lord who has every man’s heart day by day be magnirevealed Himself unto us. St. Athanasius fied… may we, like the wise men, offer
puts it this way: “The Word became flesh unto Christ our gold of Faith, our myrrh
in order to make man receptive of divini- of Hope, our frankincense of Love which
ty. He became poor in order that we, flow from the Divine… may the ever
through His poverty, might become rich.” blessed Spirit of our Lord’s Nativity, its
The world in which we now live would joy, its beauty, its love, its hope and,
have us turn our gaze away from our above all, its abiding faith dwell among
Lord’s Nativity – when the fullness of the us all so that with heartfelt gratitude to
Divine approached the fullness of human- Almighty God we shall, indeed, proity – and place our sight upon only that, claim:
which is temporal, the material, the physChrist is born! God is with us! Glorify
ical. Indeed, there are many problems that
Him!
exist today, for darkness lingers on. But
the light of the Bethlehem Star announces
+Constantine
once and for all that there is hope, there is
Metropolitan of the Ukrainian
salvation, there is the saving grace offered
Orthodox Church of the U.S.A. and the
to all who accept the Lord and Master,
Diaspora
Who has entered the world to banish all
+John
darkness and evil and promises us the
Metropolitan of the Ukrainian
Kingdom of Heaven.
Orthodox Church of Canada
Yes, evil continues around us – there
are crimes, there are those who would
+Antony
create disunity, there are wars, there are
Archbishop of the Ukrainian Orthodox
human beings deprived of their humanity
Church of the U.S.A.
and left half-beaten along the roadsides of
+Ioan
life. We who have been chosen, who have
Archbishop of the Ukrainian Orthodox
been selected to the royal priesthood as
Church in the Diaspora
St. Peter writes, are to be the good
Samaritans and by the grace of God, to
+Yurij
heal the wounds created by evil — pride,
Archbishop of the Ukrainian Orthodox
greed, hatred. We are called to reflect the
Church of Canada
light of the Good News to the world that
has been entrusted to us by God Almighty.
+Jeremiah
No period in history has had more need
Archbishop of the South American
for the Gospel proclamation than the
Eparchy of the Ukrainian Orthodox
present era, for man has never so willfully
Church
rebelled against every precept of his
+Ilarion
Creator as now! Who looks up to see God
Bishop
of
the
Ukrainian
Orthodox
descending from Heaven? Who bends an
Church of Canada
ear to hear the angels sing and the cry of
a babe?
+Andriy
The Bethlehem Star guided our ancesBishop of the Ukrainian Orthodox
tors more than a thousand years ago when
Church of Canada
Ukraine, like other nations, embraced the
+Daniel
newborn Christ Child. From the Feast of
Bishop of the Ukrainian Orthodox
the Nativity, our ancestors gathered
Church of the U.S.A.
strength of spirit to know victory over
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NEWS AND VIEWS

The gift of gratitude to God

An open letter from outside
the Schengen zone of Europe

Christmas greeting from His
Beatitude Lubomyr, major archbishop of Kyiv and Halych of the
U k r a i n i a n G re e k - C a t h o l i c
Church.

by Myroslav Marynovych

Beloved in Christ!
It has so happened that on the
threshold of Christmas we have
been witnesses to the International
Conference in Copenhagen on climate change. Delegates from all
over the globe took part in these
proceedings in order to determine
together ways to avoid the catastrophe which today threatens the
human race. In Copenhagen scientists reiterated that this threat
has been caused by the selfish and
careless stance of people towards
their environment.
For decades, if not for centuries, humans have been behaving
“Angel of the Soul” by Ilona Shytyk.
like creators and actual owners of
the world around them, extravagantly glory forever. Amen” (Rom 11:36).
Dearly beloved in Christ, as we stand
exploiting and destroying nature. Hence
t o d a y, a f t e r a l l t h i s s o - c a l l e d beside the manger of Christ at this festive
“Stewardship,” humanity has finally time, let us ask for the gift of gratitude to
understood that we have put ourselves in God, since everything that we have, our
great danger. Many of us now realize that life, our environment, our salvation, is
we are not the real owners or lords of our God’s gift to us.
planet and that in fact nature is gift of
On the occasion of this great feast, it is
God to humankind, a gift that needs to be my wish that we would truly discern who
respected and used within reason.
we are in the eyes of God. We are His
This is indeed what the Scriptures beloved children who have been abunteach us: “Yahweh God took the man and dantly blessed and who on our part ought
settled him in the garden of Eden to culti- to always give thanks to our Creator and
vate and to take care for it. (Gn. 2:15).
Heavenly Father and to the newborn
Dear Brothers and Sisters, over 2,000 Jesus, our Lord and Savior. We need to
years ago our Lord, God and Savior, desire a respect for everything that our
Jesus Christ was born in the village of God bestows upon us.
Bethlehem of Palestine. This is indeed an
At this holy time, let us strive to underextraordinary event, for God Himself, the stand that the realization itself of the truth
Creator and King of the universe took that all that comes from God is good, is
flesh and human form and became one of already another great gift of our Most
us. His birth was a sign that humanity and Holy, Almighty God.
everything connected to it is so good that
As I end my Christmas greeting, my
God’s own Son, though Whom every- sincere wish is that you may all have a
thing came to being, and without Whom true awareness of God’s love for us and
nothing could exist (Jn 1:3), by His com- may your hearts always overflow with
ing confirmed that all that God had creat- gratitude for this great gift!
ed is good, even very good (see Gn. 1, 4,
+ Lubomyr
1Jh 3).
By His baptism He sanctified the
Given in Kyiv at the Patriarchal Sobor
waters and the whole world, and by His
of
the Resurrection of Christ on
death He conquered death – that reality
that we are most afraid of. Through His December 11, 2009.
life, His teaching and His ministry He
This unofficial translation of Patriarch
demonstrated Who is the true Lord and
Master of the universe. For “everything Lubomyr ’s Christmas message was
there is comes from Him, and is caused released by the Ukrainian Catholic
by Him and exists for Him. To Him be Archeparchy of Philadelphia.

IN THE PRESS: Election in Ukraine
“Ukraine’s predicament; Oranges
are not the only fruit,” The Economist,
December 17:
“…The good news is that nobody can
predict the result of Ukraine’s presidential
election on January 17th, a sign of a
healthy democracy. The incumbent,
Viktor Yushchenko, who swept to power
in the ‘Orange Revolution’ in 2004-2005,
is almost certain to be voted out. But a
second round of voting is likely to be
needed between Yulia Tymoshenko, the
prime minister and former Orange ally of
Mr. Yushchenko, and Viktor Yanukovich
[sic], a former prime minister who was
the anti-Yushchenko loser then. …
“After years of political crisis, at least
Ukraine is taking the election in its stride.
…
“The bad news is that the leaders of this

country of 46 million, bordering the EU
[European Union] in the west and Russia
in the east, have largely squandered the
credit they won in the heyday of the
Orange Revolution. Corruption is rife, the
courts are bent, institutions are dysfunctional and the economy (dominated by
Soviet-era steel and chemical factories) is
sick. Instead of reforming Ukraine, politicians have fought over power and assets,
blocking each other’s decisions. …
“The choice in this election is not, say
some Ukrainians, who would do the best
job but who would do the least damage.
Whoever wins will have to amend the
Constitution that makes decisions in
Ukraine so hard to reach. The worst outcome would be a result in the second
round so close that neither concedes
defeat. If that happens, expect more tents
in Kiev [sic].”

An open letter to colleagues-participants of the resistance movement in
Eastern Europe and to our partners in
Western Europe.
This letter that I am writing on the 20th
anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall
is a letter protesting the raising of new
walls in Europe. I am writing this on the
20th anniversary of the greatest glory of
Polish Solidarity, so it is simultaneously a
request for solidarity.
I have been actively travelling abroad
since 1990 and have visited 30 countries.
(I have visited many of them more than
10 times.) During this time I have never
violated visa rules. In my visa “history”
is, in particular, a five-year U.S. multiple
visa, a two-year Schengen visa issued by
France, and about 20 Schengen visas
issued by the Netherlands, Germany, Italy
and other countries of this zone. All this
information concerning the Schengen
zone is in a proper computer database.
What is not there, unfortunately, is the
fact that there is no measure of my spiritual energies that were spent on overcoming each time greater procedural restrictions and obstacles.
At the beginning of 2009 the Consulate
of the Polish Republic in Lviv, in
response to the request of the Warsaw
magazine Więź (Tie or Bond) to give me
a one-year Schengen visa, issued me a
half-year visa. In autumn the same
Consulate, at the invitation of the same
institution, calculated the exact length of
time during which the Schengen countries
would consider my presence admissible
on their territory, and this time it was a
month and 13 days. If the visa had been
issued for a month and 14 days, it would
have already been dangerous for them.
I must honestly confess: these 13 days
were the straw that broke the camel’s
back. It reminded me that recently the
German Embassy, as if in mockery, issued
to my colleague, a Ukrainian historian, a
multiple Schengen visa for three days!
The humiliation which we Ukrainian
humanitarians bear because of the
Schengen bureaucracy is starting to recall
those examples of humiliation that the
Communist bureaucracy enjoyed. Having
pressing obligations to my Polish colleagues, I could not resort to a protest
earlier. Today, when my obligations are
finished, I have dared to do this.
I realize that the irresponsible behavior
of Ukraine’s political leaders has led to a
significant decline of its prestige in the
world, which has an effect on the attitude
of Europeans to Ukraine’s ordinary citizens. In addition, I admit that my countrymen often greatly abase themselves for
an opportunity to go abroad and create
significant problems for European officials. I am ashamed of the former and the
latter. But I also know that a people that
Myroslav Marynovych, founding member of the Ukrainian Helsinki Group, was
a prisoner for many years in Brezhnev’s
camps.

is systematically humiliated loses its ability to rise to the height of responsible
freedom. I love my people too much to
come to terms with this.
I also understand that a cheap labor
force still creates serious problems,
although it is profitably used in the
European labor markets to carry out
unpopular work. This serves as a serious
argument for European governments to
lower the invisible veil more and more.
However, didn’t the Communist side formerly have certain arguments that
prompted them to close the borders? Of
course it had. Nevertheless, the response
of democratic Europe was clear: the issue
of open borders and interpersonal relations is an issue of human rights and dignity, which is beyond political, ideological or economic concerns.
I am directing my protest not to the
Consulate of Poland as such, because I
understand that it must fulfill its Schengen
obligations. Neither do I want to look
more for connections that would make it
easier for me personally to get a visa.
Instead, I draw the reader’s attention to a
notable fact: if I, a bearer of the Order for
merit of the Polish Republic, as well as a
long-term partner of the Polish Embassy
in Kyiv and the Polish Consulate in Lviv,
have to go through the humiliation mentioned above, then what to say about
“ordinary” Ukrainians?
During the time of my imprisonment,
in order to demonstrate my protest I
repeatedly went on hunger strikes. The
current situation has almost pushed me to
the same extreme: as a sign of my protest
against visa restrictions which are adverse
to the spirit of a united Europe, I renounce
journeys to the Schengen zone for one
year. (I apologize in advance to the moral
theologians of the world that I will not be
able to speak before them at a conference
in Trento, Italy, that is planned for July
2010). I realize that my protest could be
sarcastically described with [Alexander]
Solzhenitsyn’s phrase “the calf rammed
the oak,” and therefore I appeal to you,
my colleagues in the struggle for human
dignity, asking for solidarity. Obviously
the question is not about solidarity in
“visa starvation,” but about solidarity to
pressure the European bureaucracy, which
seems not to see living people behind the
picket fence of paragraphs.
At one time the European security system, represented by the OSCE
[ O rg a n i z a t i o n f o r S e c u r i t y a n d
Cooperation in Europe] and its Helsinki
agreement, opened the borders of Europe
and facilitated interpersonal contact. I
was proud of such a Europe and grateful
to it for calling me to fight for human
rights. Today’s official Europe seems to
be creating a security system in which
new “iron curtains” arise and to which
basic European values are subordinated.
As a result, Schengen Europe is starting
to recall ancient Rome, which, after the
loss of its soul, vainly tried to ensure its
safety from obtrusive barbarians. In order
to see what such a security system turned
into, simply walk the Via dei Fori
Imperiali ...

The Ukrainian Weekly welcomes letters to the editor and commentaries on a variety
of topics of concern to the Ukrainian American and Ukrainian Canadian communities.
Opinions expressed by columnists, commentators and letter-writers are their own and do
not necessarily reflect the opinions of either The Weekly editorial staff or its publisher, the
Ukrainian National Association.
Letters should be typed and signed (anonymous letters are not published). Letters are
accepted also via e-mail at staff@ukrweekly.com.
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A model of historical memory of World War II for Ukraine
by Vladyslav Hrynevych
Vladyslav Hrynevych is a leading
scholar on the study of historical memory
and the politics of memory with regard to
the events of World War II in Ukraine. A
senior research scholar at the Department
of the Theory and History of Politics,
Institute of Political and Ethnic Studies,
National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine,
he has written extensively on this subject
and, more generally, on World War II in
Ukraine. His most recent major study is
“Social and Political Attitudes of the
Ukrainian Populace During the Years of
the Second World War, 1939-1945” (Kyiv,
2007).
Dr. Hrynevych served as co-organizer
and co-chair of an international conference on “World War II and the (Re)
Creation of Historical Memory in
Contemporary Ukraine,” which was held
on September 23-26, 2009, in Kyiv. He
was in Edmonton recently on the invitation of the Canadian Institute of
Ukrainian Studies, University of Alberta,
where he gave a talk on “A Model of
Historical Memory of World War II for
Ukraine: In Search of Identity and
Consolidation.” We publish the text of his
presentation in two parts.
Part I
In recent times the concept of “historical memory” has become somewhat
devalued through overuse. Such memory,
like the past itself, does not exist: it is
always a particular construction resulting
from human intellectual activity. There is
a countless variety of memories in society, and memory is plural by its very
nature. Its various manifestations conflict
with one another; elites and particular
social groups contend for memory, that is,
for influence on society, given that the
formation of memory constitutes the formation of identity.
Of the various existing definitions of
the concept of “historical memory,” I
would like to propose the one given by
Maria Feretti: historical memory is the
complex of imagination about the past
that becomes dominant in a given society
at a particular historical moment and creates something in the nature of a “common sense” accepted and shared by the
majority, around which a certain consensus develops. Memory is one of the
sources of national identity, that is, the
sense of belonging to a particular society
that, thanks to these common places and
common myths, recognizes itself in a
shared past, and thus in the present.
Wars have a particular place in human
memory, and the creators of national and
ideological myths invariably make use of
defeats and victories alike, and even of
traumatic and genocidal occurrences.
We live in a world largely shaped by
the consequences of the Second World
War. These include Yalta (as a particular
world order), Nuremberg (as a legal precedent for the punishment of war criminals), and the Cold War (as a political and
ideological conflict between East and
West, communism and democracy).
Practically every state that participated in
the Second World War has its own model
of memory for that war. This memory is
often divided and contested.
If we ask how the war influenced
Ukraine, and whether it was a fundamentally new experience for Ukrainians, the
answer can only be that the influence was
tremendous and extremely significant.
Ukraine considerably extended its borders, increased its territory and population, and became a founding member of
the United Nations organization.
At the same time, together with Poland
and Belarus, Ukraine shares a sad primacy in population loss. Irrevocable losses

claimed every sixth inhabitant of the
country. There is no family that did not
suffer in one way or another during the
war. Thus, every family has its own experience and memory of the war: Soviet and
German (Romanian) occupation, collaboration and resistance to totalitarian
regimes, evacuation behind the Soviet
lines and forced labor in Germany, service in the Wehrmacht or in the Red
Army, struggle in the ranks of the
Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UPA), emigration, deportation, Stalinist and Hitlerite
concentration camps, and much else.
Political processes also left their mark
on the experience of war. Against the
background of a broad spectrum of alternative political models proposed to
Ukrainians at the time, differences of
world view deepened between supporters
and opponents of the communist regime,
sympathizers of the “Soviet project” or of
an independent Ukrainian state. The writer Vasyl Barka noted that “Hitler discredCIUS
ited the idea of liberation from
Vladyslav Hrynevych
Bolshevism.” But victory in the war
strengthened Stalinism in Ukraine. It
The values formed by this myth were
seemed all-powerful, omnipresent and by no means democratic. The principles
invincible, with no conceivable alterna- of liberty were replaced by the heroism
tive.
and sacrifice of
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ry, Ukraine played many roles, some of as in the West, but of traditional nationalthem diametrically opposed: it was the ist values embellished with socialist rhetvictim of both Stalinist and Hitlerite oric. It was the paradox of victory that
occupation; a land of resistance to two Stalin exploited it in order to strengthen
totalitarian regimes; both a collaboration- his regime, while the triumphant struggle
ist and a victor that cofounded the U.N.; of the Soviet people against the fascists
as well as a country that lost a second led, ironically enough, to even greater
battle for independence and national suppression of freedom in the USSR.
statehood.
The Russian writer Vasilii Grossman
Such a plethora of roles currently justly termed the great victory “Stalin’s
makes Ukraine a microcosm for the inter- victory over his own people.” Soviet
action of collective memories of the war memory of the war became inextricably
and its legacy, as well as a strategic arena associated with Stalinism ever after, and
of identity conflict. In this plethora, one the link between freedom and oppression
can distinguish (with certain modifica- became just as inextricable.
tions) two basic contending models of
What is notable about the myth of the
historical memory: Ukrainian sovereign- GFW is that it was formed from above at
tist and Soviet. (This represents a “contest the initiative of the authorities who were
between victors,” so two speak, for both returning to power and exploited the myth
Communists and nationalists consider to legitimize that return. The first priority
themselves victors – the former over in the creation of the Soviet myth was to
Hitler, the latter in historical perspective.) cover up negative memories of the war –
Generally speaking, it is countries van- disloyalty to the Soviet authorities in
quished in wars that occupy themselves 1941, mass surrender, desertion, collabowith identity correction – something went ration with the Germans during the years
wrong and needs to be set right. The Soviet of occupation, the struggle of the
Union, however, was the only country Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UPA) and the
among the victors that aspired to make use like – that had accumulated over the years
of the war to remake its identity. The revo- of warfare.
lutionary myth of the Great October
It is no accident that the authorities
Socialist Revolution was replaced by the began their purposeful campaign of commyth of the Great Fatherland War (GFW), memoration and memorialization of the
with a generous admixture of Russian war precisely in Ukraine, where the level
patriotism/nationalism.
of disloyalty was perhaps the highest.

Orders and resolutions of the Central
Committee of the Communist Party
(Bolshevik) of Ukraine established where,
how many and what kind of monuments
to erect, which memorial days to commemorate, which heroes to honor, and
which enemies to denounce.
The apotheosis of the creation of the
Soviet myth coincided with the period of
high stagnation, which saw the triumph
of a completely deformed model of memory created by party ideologues and their
acolytes in the arts and sciences. In its
final form, the myth of the GFW was a
mixture of half-truths, lies and gaping
blank spots. It is this very legacy that is
invoked by present-day sympathizers of
the Soviet model of memory.
It would be hard to overlook the role
of the diaspora in the creation of alternatives to the Soviet models. On the one
hand, anti-Communist visions of the war
reflected a bipolar world and were an
integral part of superpower rivalry. But
the anti-Communism and anti-Stalinism
of the Ukrainian diaspora model of memory was not so much a product of political conjuncture. It was shaped from
below by individual and group models of
memory preserved among those who had
fought against Stalinism during the war
and did not accept its ideological myths.
The Kyivan Fedir PigidoPravoberezhny, who wrote one of the best
Ukrainian memoirs, “Velyka Vitchyzniana
Viina” (The Great Patriotic War), brought
the very name of the war into question.
Vasyl Barka, a former Red Army soldier,
wrote in his novel “Rai” (Paradise) about
the equal criminality of the Stalinist and
Hitlerite regimes with regard to
Ukrainians. Dokiia Humenna was the
first Ukrainian writer to describe Kyiv
during the occupation and the tragedy of
Babyn Yar, while the Volhynian writer
Ulas Samchuk was the first to describe
the struggle of the UPA. Ukrainian writers in the diaspora recreated a Ukrainian
memory of the war that was completely
at odds with Soviet memory.
“Perhaps the war will strike like steel
or flint until the sparks fly and burn the
eyes of those who gaze indifferently at
the struggle; they will fall into every corner, forcing people to choose: which side
are you on? Which does your soul serve,
heaven or hell? And here’s the rub: it is
hard to choose, for the two boots, those of
Moscow and Berlin, make a pair. Any
Ukrainian who fights the red death will
be right; one who fights the black death
will also be right, as will the one who
fights both. Only the one who proclaims
‘I am not involved’ as the summit of
earthly wisdom will be wrong,” Barka
wrote in “Rai.”
Despite the presence of elements of
ethnophobia and anticommunism in the
post-war diaspora milieu, this was a
memory that underwent continual change
and transformation, unlike the petrified
Soviet myth. It was influenced not only
by Ukrainian nationalism but also by
Western liberal democracy. It was the
works of historians from the diaspora –
Bohdan Krawchenko, Orest Subtelny,
Paul R. Magocsi and others – that became
the quintessence of models of this memory. It was these works that set the tone for
Ukrainian research, especially on the second world war. From the previous model
of sacrificial Ukrainian struggle on two
fronts against totalitarian empires, which
was devoid of any self-critical or negative
narrative about oneself, it evolved in the
direction of a democratic, sovereigntist,
and simultaneously multicultural and
polyethnic model.
– Translated from Ukrainian by
Myroslav Yurkevich
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Lecture by Graziosi is milestone in the study of the Holodomor
EDMONTON – The great UkrainianKuban Famine of 1932-1933 – the
Holodomor – was one of the determinative events of the 20th century.
Nevertheless, it was largely ignored by
scholars until the last few years of the
existence of the Soviet Union.
One of the scholars who began studying the Famine in the late 1980s was
Andrea Graziosi, now an internationally
recognized specialist on the Soviet state
and its policies toward the peasantry and
one of the world’s leading authorities on
the Holodomor. On November 14-21 he
visited Toronto and Edmonton to lecture
on “The Holodomor and the Soviet
Famines, 1931-1933.”
The title of the lecture is indicative of
Dr. Graziosi’s comprehensive approach to
the study of the Holodomor in Soviet
Ukraine and the Kuban within the context
of Soviet state policy toward the peasantry from 1917 to 1933 and, more particularly, the pan-Soviet Famines of
1931-1933, including the Kazakhstan
Famine-cum-epidemics of 1931-1933.
During the lecture, he analyzed the
common causes of these Famines and
posited that the Ukrainian Famine was
the culminating act in a great war of the
Soviet state and the Communist Party
against the peasantry that began in 1917.
Outlining the policies of the Soviet leaders and their consequences for the Soviet
peasantry as a whole, Dr. Graziosi also
took account of specific conditions in the
non-Russian regions of the USSR that led
the Stalin regime to treat them differently.
Focusing on the Holodomor, he identified some of its special features and
national characteristics. Particularly telling, in his view, were Moscow’s exclusive
policies taken against the peasantry in
Ukraine and the Kuban region in the northern Caucasus, which led to an exceptionally large number of deaths there.
If the mortality rate in the countryside
in 1926 can be assigned the number 100
per 1,000 rural inhabitants, in 1933 it was
almost 400 per 1,000 in Soviet Ukraine,
while in the Russian SFSR it was about
140 per 1,000. Excluding Kazakhstan,
then part of Russia, and the northern
Caucasus, where there was a large
Ukrainian population, the death rate in
the Russian republic in 1933 was about
110 per 1,000 rural inhabitants.
An important factor in the high death
rate was the decree forbidding and preventing peasants from Ukraine and the
Kuban to leave for other areas of the
USSR in search of food.
Dr. Graziosi also pointed to other measures taken against Ukrainians in this
period or immediately afterward. These
included the mass purge of the Bolshevik
Party in Soviet Ukraine, the persecution
and physical destruction of the republic’s
nationally conscious intelligentsia and
middle-level national cadres, and the
reversal of Ukrainization policies in
Ukraine and their total abolition in the
Russian SFSR.
All of these factors, as well as other
special measures taken against Ukraine’s
peasantry and its political and cultural
elites, have prompted scholars and legal
experts to raise the question of whether
the Holodomor is a case of or an integral
part of a genocide.
Dr. Graziosi has concluded that the
Holodomor was a genocide and that the
1932-1933 Ukrainian-Kuban Famine fits
the definition of genocide specified in the
United Nations Convention on the
Prevention and Punishment of Genocide,
especially Article 2, Section C, which
states that among genocidal acts are those
“Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its
physical destruction in whole or in part.”
He noted that his own views on this

question have evolved, for during the initial years of his study of the Holodomor
he was not convinced of its genocidal
nature. Dr. Graziosi believes that, in time,
more and more scholars will come to the
same conclusion as he did. While the
prospect of a scholarly consensus promotes optimism with regard to general
recognition of the Holodomor as genocide, Dr. Graziosi also believes that the
Russian government will never acknowledge it as such, since this might provoke
demands for monetary reparations to survivors and their descendants.
Dr. Graziosi delivered his two lectures
on the Famine at the universities of
Toronto and Alberta. The Toronto lecture,
which took place on November 17, was
co-sponsored by the Petro Jacyk Program
for the Study of Ukraine at the Center for
European, Russian and Eurasian Studies,
University of Toronto; the Toronto office
of the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian
Studies; the Ukrainian Canadian Congress
(Toronto branch); and the Canadian
Foundation for Ukrainian Studies. The
Edmonton lecture, which took place on
November 20, was sponsored by the
Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies at
the University of Alberta.
Dr. Graziosi also lectured at both universities on “Stalin’s Foreign and
Domestic Policies: Dealing with the
National Question in an Imperial Context,
1901-1926.”
Dr. Graziosi is currently professor of history at the University of Naples “Federico
II” and president (2007-2011) of the Italian
Society for the Study of Contemporary
History (www.sissco.it). He also serves on
the editorial boards of a number of French,
English, Italian, Ukrainian and American
specialized journals.
Since 1992 he has been a co-editor of
the Moscow-based series “Dokumenty
Sovetskoi Istorii” (Documents of Soviet
History; 15 volumes in print) and is a
member of the editorial board of the
series “Istoriia Stalinizma” (History of
Stalinism).
His research interests have been largely in Soviet history, with a focus on the
period leading up to the establishment of
the Soviet state, its consolidation and the
triumph of Stalinism. Some of the topics
he has researched in depth include the
industrialization policies of the Soviet
state, the Soviet state and the peasantry,
the 1932-1933 Famine in Ukraine and the
Kuban region, other Famines that took
place in the Soviet Union, Stalinism and
Soviet nationality policies.
Dr. Graziosi has worked in the archives
of the Italian Foreign Ministry, which
resulted in the book “Lettere da Kharkov.
La Carestia in Ucraina e nel Caucaso del
Nord nei Rapporti dei Diplomatici
Italiani, 1932-1933” (Letters from
Kharkiv: Famine in Ukraine and the
North Caucasus in the Dispatches of
Italian Diplomats, 1923-1933; Turin,
1991 and Kharkiv, 2007) and in the
Russian State Archives and former
Communist Party Archives in Moscow.
The results of this research, combined
with data from previously available
sources and new archival discoveries
made by colleagues in Russia and other
countries formerly under Soviet rule,
have found their way into many of his
publications, including “The Great Soviet
Peasant War: Bolsheviks and Peasants,
1917-1933” (Cambridge, Mass., 1996,
and Moscow, 2001); “Bol’sheviki i
krest’iane na Ukraine, 1918-1919 Gody”
(Bolsheviks and Peasants in Ukraine,
1918-1919; Moscow, 1997); “A New,
Peculiar State. Explorations in Soviet
History” (Westport, Conn., 2000);
“Guerra e Rivoluzione in Europa
1905-1956” (War and Revolution in
Europe, 1905-1956; Bologna, 2002; Kyiv

CIUS

Dr. Andrea Graziosi
and Moscow, 2005); “L’URSS di Lenin e
Stalin, 1914-1945” (The USSR of Lenin
and Stalin, 1914-1945; Bologna, 2007);
“L’URSS dal Trionfo al Degrado,
1945-1991” (The USSR from Triumph to
Degeneration, 1945-1991; Bologna,
2008); and “Stalinism, Collectivization
and the Great Famine” (Cambridge,
Mass., 2009).
Dr. Graziosi’s lecture on the Holodomor
represented a milestone in its study. He
noted that over the past 20 years most of
the important official documents concerning the Holodomor have been brought to

light. His lecture combined an account of
general scholarly accomplishments in
researching the subject with his own analysis, which delineated the overall policy of
the Soviet state toward the peasantry and
specified the critical national factors that
made the Holodomor so devastating in
Ukraine and the Kuban.
The lecture was recorded in both video
and audio formats at the University of
Alberta. The audio version can be
accessed by visiting the following page
on the CIUS website: http://www.ualberta.ca/CIUS/Links-of-Interest.htm/.

Shevchenko Scientific Society offers
postdoctoral fellowships for 2010-2011
NEW YORK – The Shevchenko
Scientific Society Inc. is accepting applications for the Shevchenko Society Postdoctoral Fellowship for the 2010-2011
academic year.
Funded by generous contributions from
the Ukrainian American community, the
Shevchenko Society Postdoctoral
Fellowship is intended to support aspiring
young scholars in the U. S. and Canada
who work in Ukrainian studies. The society is especially seeking a fellow who
will study and teach modern Ukrainian
history.
The fellowship award will be up to
$35,000, commensurate with the qualification of the candidate. It requires the recipient to be affiliated with an accredited North
American university, preferably one with a
program in Ukrainian studies, during the
fellowship period. Preference will be given
to individuals who will have an opportunity
to teach at their university. The award period is for one year, with the potential for
renewal during the second year.
Candidates must have earned a Ph.D.
degree with a concentration in the
Ukrainian area within the past five years,
have a strong potential for developing
independent research and be interested in
pursuing a career in Ukrainian studies at
the university level.
Applications are accepted by e-mail at:

info@shevchenko.org.
Each applicant must send a letter with
his/her name, citizenship, current position
(title), work address, home address,
e-mail and phone number, research field
or discipline and the month and year he/
she received the Ph.D. degree, the name
of the proposed host institution for the
fellowship and name and e-mail address
of a mentor/academic liaison that has
been contacted at the host institution. The
letter must also describe the envisioned
course(s) to be taught at the host institution and proposed dates for the fellowship
period, as well as give the names and
contact information of two scholars who
are qualified to evaluate the applicant’s
work and who agree to submit recommendations on his/her behalf.
The letter of application and a separate
two-page summary of goals and research
interests and curriculum vitae must be
received before February 27, 2010.
Applicants are encouraged to also send a
copy of a scholarly paper written in the
past two years. The reprint may be forwarded electronically or mailed separately to: Fellowship Committee, Shevchenko
Scientific Society Inc., 63 Fourth Ave.,
New York, NY 10003
The award will be announced in April
2010 by e-mail and the fellowship will
begin after July 1, 2010.
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Odesa under siege...

(Continued from page 1)
ple beating each other. Buildings are
burning with people jumping out and
beaten with clubs and bottles. This is all
recorded, cut and edited and broadcast.”
Mr. Vyetrov referred to an August 25,
2009, attack organized by Igor Markov,
an oligarch with a criminal history (as
confirmed by the Security Service of
Ukraine) who allegedly finances local
youth gangs and owns local television
stations that spur them onto violence.
Their violence is broadcast on the ATV
network that he owns and encouraged by
its news anchors. A police officer was
partially blinded in the August 25, 2009,
incident between Markov’s goons and the
owners of a local market, who were
burned out of their offices and beaten.
The National Television and Radio
Broadcasting Council has tried in recent
months to revoke the license of ATV,
which Mr. Markov claims is an attempt to
inhibit freedom of speech.
Yet Odesa’s civic leaders pointed out
that ATV regularly indulges in lies, ethnic
hatred and slander, violating the ethical
bounds of freedom of speech and threatening its sanctity altogether.
On a daily basis, ATV broadcasts deny
the existence of a Ukrainian state and
Ukrainian people, said Serhiy Hutsaliuk,
coordinator of the Committee to Defend
Odesa.
Phrases such as “All Jews together
with [Mayor Eduard] Hurvits must be
tossed from Odesa” and “We’ll throw out
all Western-Ukrainian filth from Odesa”
race across the crawler on a daily basis.
The president is often called a goat,
and the prime minister a “loon with a
braid,” he said. As the hate continues,
slowly more Odesites are getting fed up
and taking a standing.
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More than 200 demonstrators attended
a September 29, 2009, protest held in
front of the Odesa District Court to support government efforts to deprive ATV
its broadcasting license.
An equal number of ATV supporters
held a counter-rally, demonstrating for
their right to broadcast slander and hate,
which they consider freedom of speech.
During the rally, ATV cameraman
Dmitry Dokunov and reporter Olesya
Klintsova left the rally to a courtyard for
a few minutes.
Mr. Dokunov came racing back to the
demonstration with a bloodied hand,
which he amply displayed before television cameras alleging he had been
stabbed by the “banderites” and
“Ukrainian nationalists.” Ms. Klintsova
alleged she was hit in the head with a
heavy object.
Yet most of Odesa’s Ukrainian leaders
believe that it was Mr. Markov’s own
hired hands who stabbed the unknowing
cameraman, a common Soviet tactic used
to smear opponents and cast the aggressors as victims.
“There’s an old Russian proverb, ‘Beat
your own so that others will fear you’,”
he said. “Every cat and dog in Odesa
knows it, let alone people who think a little. People in Markov’s entourage stabbed
him undoubtedly.”
The image of the bleeding cameraman
raised eyebrows as far as New York City,
where the Committee to Protect
Journalists (CPJ), an otherwise legitimate
organization, lent credibility to the same
ATV staffers who broadcast hate and
slander on a daily basis in a September 29
statement.
“According to [station editor Galyna]
Vygovskaya, the state broadcasting agency, the National Television and Radio
Broadcasting Council has been trying to
shut down ATV because of its critical
position toward nationalist groups and
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local and national authorities,” said the
statement, authored by CPJ’s Europe and
Central Asia Program Coordinator Nina
Ognianova.
She declined to comment on questions
from The Weekly asking whether she was
familiar with ATV’s extensive history of
violating journalistic ethics and the network’s calls for violence against ethnically conscious Ukrainians and Jews.
That such incidents of violence have
become a regular occurrence in Odesa
testifies to how local oligarchs have
ruined peace and stability in a city once
proud of a reputation for ethnic and cultural tolerance, civic activists said.
Other violent incidents involving Mr.
Markov include the September 2, 2007,
attack on ethnically conscious Ukrainians,
in which he participated in the beatings,
and the April 17, 2009, murder of selfdescribed Ukrainian nationalist Maksym
Chaika, committed by the Antifas, a local
gang reported to be financed by Mr.
Markov.
When ATV reports on such violent
incidents, the anchorman offers commentary such as, “They got what they
deserved, that’s how it’s supposed to be,
that’s what they need,” said Mr. Vyetrov.
“How do you think this young generation – which isn’t being guided, which
has nothing to do because it doesn’t have
a national idea – will engage in dialogue
if their psyche is formed from watching
such television, where the main method
of resolving conflicts involves grabbing a
club, or a brick? How will a new civic
and democratic society be raised, which
we advocate so much and want to raise
and develop in Ukraine?,” he rhetorically
asked at the Kyiv press conference.
The Justice Ministry canceled Rodina’s
registration in September 2009 for failing
to meet the minimum requirements for
political parties. Yet the Party of Regions
of Ukraine and Our Ukraine have their
own criminal oligarchs flaunting the law

in Odesa, civic leaders said.
They are waging wars over studio
space, owned by the City Council, to
which they have no legal right because
their leases either expired or never existed
in the first place, said Valeriy Kochetov,
president of the Odesa Human Rights
Academy.
Former Our Ukraine National Deputy
Oleksiy Kozachenko and Party of
Regions National Deputy Oleksiy
Kostusyev are claiming infringements
upon the freedom of speech of Art and
Grad networks, citing electricity that has
been cut to accommodate repairs.
Both politicians are exploiting lease
disagreements to falsely feign political
persecution, Mr. Kochetov said. Art’s one
year-lease ended in 2004 while Grad
never had a legitimate lease, he said.
Meanwhile the networks were informed
of the renovation work long before.
“There isn’t a problem with freedom of
speech in Ukraine on the whole, and in
Odesa in particular,” Mr. Kochetov said.
“There is a problem with freedom of
impudence, freedom of all-permissiveness and freedom of kompromat,” he
said, using the Russian term for compromising evidence.
Without any courts and law enforcement officers enforcing the law amidst
the warring oligarchs, the situation in
Odesa is deteriorating, civic leaders
warned. They’re concerned the city’s concerned citizens may be forced into a position of taking matters into their own
hands in order to restore peace and civility.
“Markov’s men told me several times
they’d send my body to western Ukraine
in a coffin,” Mr. Hutsaliuk said. “The situation is very dangerous in Odesa
because it could lead to civil war here.
Our leaders are clawing each other for
power as the Russians slice up the country. And Odesa is a training ground for
the rest of Ukraine.”

OPIC reopens...

emerging markets, complements the private sector in managing risks associated
with foreign direct investment, and supports U.S. foreign policy. Because OPIC
charges market-based fees for its products, it operates on a self-sustaining basis
at no net cost to taxpayers.
OPIC’s political risk insurance and
financing help U.S. businesses of all sizes
invest in more than 150 emerging markets
and developing nations worldwide. Over
the agency’s 38-year history, OPIC has
supported $188 billion worth of investments that have helped developing countries to generate over 830,000 host-country jobs. OPIC projects have also generated $72 billion in U.S. exports and supported more than 273,000 American jobs.
For further information about OPIC
readers may log on to www.opic.gov.

(Continued from page 1)
steps leading to full restoration of OPIC
programs in Ukraine, including the
November 2008 conclusion of a memorandum of understanding between the two
governments, and the July 2009 passage
in the Ukrainian Cabinet of Ministers of a
resolution facilitating settlement of the
dispute.
The original dispute involved OPIC
payment in 1999 of an insurance claim to
the U.S. sponsor of a project in Ukraine.
A prolonged inability to settle the dispute
resulted in suspension of OPIC programs
in the country.
OPIC was established as an agency of
the U.S. government in 1971. It helps
U.S. businesses invest overseas, fosters
economic development in new and

– OPIC, U.S. Embassy in Ukraine

Business Council hails
Reopening of OPIC
WASHINGTON – “The opening of
the U.S. government’s Overseas Private
Investment Corporation (OPIC) program for Ukraine is a great victory for
Ukraine and the United States, and will
lead to a considerable increase in U.S.
business investments in Ukraine,” said
Morgan Williams, head of the
SigmaBleyzer government affairs
office in Washington, who serves as
president of the U.S.-Ukraine Business
Council (USUBC).
Getting OPIC open for business
once again in Ukraine has been a top
priority for the members of USUBC

for many years, according to Mr.
Williams.
“USUBC has worked with the U.S.
and Ukrainian governments on this
issue especially in the last two years
and received considerable assistance
from former U.S. Ambassador to
Ukraine William Taylor; a member of
the U.S. Embassy economic team,
William Klein; the prime minister of
Ukraine, Yulia Tymoshenko; and
Hryhoriy Nemyria, deputy prime minister for European and international
integration of Ukraine,” Mr. Williams
noted.
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REFLECTIONS: Sibling rivalry for a just cause
by Oksana Batorfalvy
Some years ago my older sister came
over and tossed a book on the table near
where I sat.
“Have you seen this?” she asked. I
looked at the book and fought to catch
my breath. Irene Zabytko wrote a book! I
seethed with jealousy.
“Did you read it?” I asked, hoping she
would denounce it.
“Yeah I did.” she said. “It’s quite good.
She does a nice job developing the characters.” The pain in my jaws was the
gnashing of my teeth. I held the book. I
read the cover. “The Sky Unwashed.”
Great title. I could tell I was going to hate
it. Besides, who cares about a book about
Chornobyl? It’s nothing Steinbeck would
have written or Hemmingway would have
even touched.
“I’ll give it a read,” I said skeptically.
All afternoon I fondled the book. I
couldn’t wait for my sister to leave so I
could pick it apart. I couldn’t wait to
make fun of the Ukrainian names and bad
transliterations of words. That night in
bed I absorbed every word. My sister was
right. The characters had staying power.
They lived inside of me as I turned every
page until the break of dawn. If there was
bad transliteration, I didn’t see it.
The story, based on actual events, is
about Marusia Petrenko and her son
Yurko who works the night shift at the
Chornobyl Nuclear Power Plant near the
fictional village of Starylis. When Yurko
does not return from work one day and
the priest does not celebrate the liturgy
that morning, the occupants of Starylis
become leery. The air smells metallic and
there are rumors of an accident at the
plant. Several days later, the Soviet government begins to evacuate the town.
Despite orders from the officials to abandon the contaminated village, Marusia
has nowhere else to go and returns home.
Gradually, other “babusi” (elderly
women) return to live out their lives in
their own homes despite the danger.
The story was solid. It was memorable,
moving and told in riveting prose. It made
me laugh, and it made me cry. It evoked
passion the way that good literature
should. Irene even translated the
Shevchenko poem, “The Sky Unwashed”
and included it in the novel’s preface. It
was the best English translation of his
work that I had ever read. I hated that I
loved it.
Laying in bed that morning, reflecting
on the story, my mind wandered to reflect
on Irene Zabytko. How is it she came to
write a book? The last time we were in
touch was 1979. We shared an apartment
out of college and she was applying to
medical schools.
But long before that, Irene and I had
crushes on the same boys in our sixth
grade class. After church on Sunday,
while our parents visited upstairs, we
used to play “let’s pretend” in her basement. We would make believe our dates
were picking us up in their convertible
sports cars, taking us out to dinner or the
movies.
We were close grade-school buddies
and bonded mostly because my father
was Irene’s godfather and so that made us
godsisters, that made us siblings. Now the
sibling had grown-up and published a
book. I was envious and overcome with
contention. I often thought she would go
off to medical school and I would be the
one to be published and enjoy a bit of
Oksana Batorfalvy is a retired high
school teacher who divides her time
between her home in Chicago and
Wisconsin, where she enjoys lots of reading, writing, bird watching and gardening with Ronald, Dunkel and Rocket.

renown.
Three years after I read “The Sky
Unwashed,” I got a call from a friend one
Saturday night while I was home reading
the Sunday Chicago Tribune. The voice
at the other end said:
“Irene Zabytko sends her regards.”
“Whoa! Where did you see her?” I
asked.
“She was autographing her new book
“When Luba Leaves Home” at the
Ukrainian Institute of Modern Art. She
asked about you specifically. She had
hoped that you would have come to the
event.”
Great. Another book. The pain in my
jaws returned. I ignored the call. “Not
another book, Irene,” I thought. The first
one was supposed to be a fluke and then
there would be no more. “Oh well, sorry
old girl,” I thought. “I’m too busy.” And I
dismissed it.
I continued to read the paper, planning
my strategy for viewing that weekend’s
Printer’s Row Book Fair, a large annual
Chicago outdoor festival filled with
famous authors, readings, panels and
book sales. Perusing the paper I couldn’t
help but notice that Irene was appearing
in one of the tents, discussing her new
award winning novel “When Luba Leaves
Home,” a collection of short stories based
on the Ukrainian neighborhood in
Chicago where she and I grew up, and
where I still reside.
This Zabytko author person was not
going to go away.
After several deep breaths I calmed
down and another wave of memories pervaded my brain. The post-college days
danced in my head. There were many late
nights of laughter and tears, wine and
beers. After all, she did lend me the
money so I could see the Kabuki players
from Japan at the Chicago Auditorium
Theatre. And she did put up with my proclivity for Limburger and Roquefort
cheeses, which aromatically adorned the
refrigerator of the apartment we shared. I
decided I would go see her, despite my
qualms that fame and celebrity may have
claimed her ego.
I picked up a copy of her book at the
fair. The back cover said, “She is the
recipient of the PEN Syndicated Fiction
Award.” My jaws were killing me; I
reached for the Motrin. That afternoon at
the fair, I made my way to the front row
of the packed tent just beneath the stage
where Irene sat amid a panel of writers
discussing the writing process. I didn’t
pay much attention. I was in awe. There
she was! My godsister, my let’s-pretenddouble-date partner, my roommate who
sometimes sampled my stinky cheeses,
looming larger than life above me. Will
she want to remember me when she got
off that stage?
When Irene came down from the stage
we hugged a hug worthy of all the years
life had kept us apart. We spent the afternoon catching up on news. It was as
though we had never parted ways. “And
by the way,” I finally told her, “congratulations on your books.”
Irene returned to Florida, but we kept
in touch. She soon returned to include me
in her next endeavor: the famous “When
Luba Leaves Home” walking tours. This
was Irene’s innovative idea to conduct
walking tours through Chicago’s
Ukrainian neighborhood, where her second novel takes place. At certain locations she and I would take turns reading a
selection from her book. Irene said she
got the idea in New York while visiting
the haunts of writers in Greenwich
Village.
Once again I became the skeptical sibling. My first thought was, “That Florida
sun must be a real scorcher. Who in the
world is going to pay to take a book tour

around a Ukrainian neighborhood and listen to us read from her book?”
Well, people did pay, and the tours
were a great success. Among the many
visitors was a woman’s book club that
traveled from Madison, Wisconsin just
for the tour. Local reporters from The
Chicago Tribune, The Chicago Reader
and WBEZ-Radio (Chicago’s NPR affiliate), followed us around, and an independent filmmaker also joined the entourage
and captured it all on film. We even ran
into our first grade teacher, Mrs.
Lozinsky. It was great to see her.
Each tour ended at the real “Steve’s
Bar,” the setting for one of the stories in
“Luba.” At Steve’s we were treated to
varenyky and beer, which mellowed the
taste of the humble pie I was consuming.
With the onset of winter, Irene headed
back to Florida. I didn’t hear from her for
a while. When she finally emerged she
announced “I’m done with book tours.
It’s time to move on,” she said.
“Move on to what?” I inquired.
“I want to go to Chornobyl,” Irene
said.
“What! Why?” I asked.
“I want to see how my babusi are getting along – the ones from my first
book.”
“How in the world are you going to do
that?”
“I am thinking of making a documentary,” she said.
“Irene, what do you know about making movies? Besides, where will you get
the money for it? Do you have a filmmaker? A producer?” I asked.
“Not yet,” she laughed. “But I will.”
Wow. It was a good thing we were
talking on the phone and she couldn’t see
my eyeballs rolling uncontrollably in
their sockets. “Yeah, good luck with that
one Irene,” I thought. A visit to
Chornobyl? Why would anyone want to
go to the most toxic, radioactive place on
the planet?
After that conversation, I hadn’t heard
from Irene for several years until this
spring when I received an invitation to
attend a special fund-raiser for the documentary about Chornobyl she has begun.
Irene was returning to Chicago sponsored
by the Nuclear Energy Information
Service to solicit funds for her full-length
documentary, “Life in the Dead Zone,” a
follow-up to her first book, “The Sky
Unwashed,” about the real-life babusi in
her story who returned to their contaminated village in the Chornobyl zone.
The dinner took place at a restaurant
with a small group of invited guests.
During the meal, we sat and chatted with
the author in a very informal and intimate
setting. We were fascinated as she read
excerpts from her novel and her travel
diary when she visited the zone with her
filmmaker and co-director, Peter
Mychalcewycz.
Afterwards, we viewed a video of the
trailer from her coming documentary,
“Life in the Dead Zone,” followed by a
10-minute award-winning film short she
and her co-director created last year
called “Epiphany At Chornobyl,” currently being shown at film festivals as well as
at various Ukrainian and American organizations including the Sierra Club,
F.O.C.C.U.S. (Friends of Chernobyl
Centers – U.S.), the community center of
North Port, Fla., and The Ukrainian
Museum in New York.

When the film was over, we all seemed
to hold our breath. The story was powerful visually and orally. No one applauded.
Some tissues were passed around, and the
room had taken on a somber air.
Viewing this very moving short film
about the babusi in the contaminated vill a g e c e l e b r a t i n g E p i p h a n y, I
thought: “Zabytko, you did it again.” This
is a serious, stirring documentary. By the
time the film “Life in the Dead Zone” is
complete, it will be as powerful as the
Chornobyl explosion itself.
From the trailer (seen on her website:
w w w. l i f e i n t h e d e a d z o n e . c o m ) a n d
“Epiphany at Chornobyl,” it’s easy to see
how “Life in the Dead Zone” parallels her
novel. Irene’s babusi are transported from
Starylis, the fictional village in her novel,
to the real town of Opachychi in the
Chornobyl exclusion zone. In her novel,
the babusi return to the village to die. In
the documentary a strange twist of dramatic irony, the babusi return to wait for
someone to tell their story to. They find
that person in Irene.
These forsaken old women remain as
living testimonials to life before and after
the explosion. They are the keepers of a
sad and terrible tragedy that severed a
lifestyle and took with it thousands of
lives.
The Soviet press worked hard to stifle
the truth about Chornobyl when the accident occurred. They did not report the
disaster until several days afterwards.
They understated the number dead, and
lied about the impact and severity of the
explosion.
At that time the Ukrainian diaspora,
understanding the gravity of the tragedy,
reached deep into its pockets to help the
innocent victims of Chornobyl. We sent
food, money, clothing and medical supplies. We sent volunteers in the form of
doctors, engineers, nuclear physicists,
journalists and translators to assist in the
recovery.
As I looked around the room when the
preview was over, I couldn’t help but
notice there was only a handful of
Ukrainians in the audience. I wondered,
“Have we become so calloused to this
cause? Are we in fact tired of hearing
about Chornobyl?”
We must not allow ourselves to be. We
must help Irene in her effort to document
Chornobyl because it is inherently our
own Ukrainian tragedy. We the diaspora
must give one more time to assist Ms.
Zabytko in the completion of this very
important work. If we ignore the truth,
we give credence to the lie, and once
again our history is distorted and lost.
Thankfully, many people have realized
the importance of this project and donated. They have given breath to the beginning of this documentary. But Irene says
much more work needs to be done.
Go to the website: www.lifeinthedeadzone.com. Meet the babusi. Visit the trailer. Get your name in the credits by sending a tax-deductible contribution. Make
your checks out to: AWAKENING/art &
culture (note the spelling), c/o Wheat
Street Productions, Inc., 329 Lake McCoy
Drive, Apopka, FL 32712 and earmark it
as “Chornobyl Film.”
As for my sibling, all I can say is,
“Irene, congratulations, you did it again. I
concede. Please pass me another piece of
humble pie.”

Visit our archive online:
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The Ukrainian Engineers’ Society of America
Philadelphia Chapter
cordially invites you to attend the

56th Annual Engineers’ Banquet and Ball
with Presentation of Debutantes
Saturday, February 6, 2010
at the
Hyatt Hotel at the Bellevue
Broad and Walnut Streets
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Cocktails at 6:00 PM
Banquet at 7:00 PM
Ball and Presentation of Debutantes at 9:00 PM
Music by the “Fata Morgana”
Masters of Ceremonies: Danylo Bojcun, Taisa Hewka
Banquet and Ball - $150 per person
Ball only - $60 per person
Student Tickets for Ball - $30 per person
For additional information and to make reservations, please contact
Dr. Larysa Zaika at 215-635-7134
Send mail, reservations and payments to:
Ukrainian Engineers’ Society of America
c/o Dr. Larysa Zaika
40 Johns Road
Cheltenham, PA 19012
Please make checks or money orders payable to
“Ukrainian Engineers’ Society of America”
For room reservations, please call the Hyatt Hotel
215-893-1234 or 800-233-1234
Please refer to the Ukrainian Engineers’ Ball for special room rates
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(Continued from page 3)
almost a communist fashion,” Mr.
Lozowy said. Her re-privatization efforts
sought to return properties to government
ownership as part of her goals, he said.
“Her priorities are to conduct a populist
policy aimed at handing out government
largesse to people in order to win more
favor and support in her eyes, which in
turn is used to gain authority and power,”
Mr. Lozowy said. During the election
campaign, she used her access to the budget to dole out government money to
secure electoral support. In November
2009, she boosted minimum wages for
miners, postal workers, village directors,
village teachers, and village council
chairs, librarians, teachers and state epidemiological staff.
Domestic Policy: Like her contenders,
Ms. Tymoshenko has offered no systemic
vision or program for health or education
reform in her campaign. Moreover, her
police chief, Internal Affairs Minister
Yuriy Lutsenko, did nothing to curb corruption and arrest economic criminals,
instead allowing district police chiefs to
rent their tacit support for real estate and
business raiders. Supreme Court of
Ukraine Chair Vasyl Onopenko, whose
Social Democratic Party of Ukraine is
among the three parties that compose the
Yulia Tymoshenko Bloc, did nothing to
root out corruption in Ukraine’s court
system, instead waging his own political
wars for control. Her populist approach to

No. 1
politics consists of campaign promises,
many of which pledge government handouts or financing for certain programs.
She used the billions of dollars in revenue
from the Kryvorizhstal auction to finance
social programs instead of investing in
Ukraine’s industrial and technological
infrastructure, Mr. Khmara alleged. Ms.
Tymoshenko supports keeping Ukrainian
as the single state language, but hasn’t
voiced support for government recognition of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army
(UPA) and isn’t likely to, observers said.
Foreign Policy: Ms. Tymoshenko likens herself as a European-aligned politician, while casting her rival Viktor
Yushchenko as an American-aligned politician. She firmly supports Ukraine’s integration into the European Union, having
appointed Mr. Nemyria as her vice prime
minister for Euro-integration during her
second term as prime minister. At the
same time, Ms. Tymoshenko devoted significant effort towards improving her ties
with the Russian government, recruiting
Ukrainian oligarch Viktor Medvedchuk
as an advisor. Mr. Medvechuk, who
served as Presidential Administration
chair under Mr. Kuchma, has close ties to
Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin,
who is the godfather of his younger
daughter Dasha. Ms. Tymoshenko took
the European position and refrained from
condemning Russia during the South
Ossetian War. Ms. Tymoshenko has also
backed away from supporting Ukraine’s
membership in the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO), citing the lack of
support among the general populace.

To subscribe to The Ukrainian Weekly,
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St. Andrew Cathedral in Silver Spring celebrates feast day
SILVER SPRING, Md. – Every year
the feast day at St. Andrew’s Ukrainian
Orthodox Church is a source of deep spiritual rejuvenation and unity for the community. On Sunday morning, December 6, the
Rev. Volodymyr Steliac (cathedral pastor),
the Rev. Protopresbyter Hrehorij Podhurec,
the Rev. Protodeacon Sviatoslav Nowytski,
the Rev. Vasyl Kryshtompol from St.
Michael Parish in Baltimore, Val Zabijaka
of the Parish Council, Nadia Kolesnyk of
the Sisterhood, Sonia Krawec of the parish
youth and a full church warmly greeted
their spiritual father, Archbishop Antony.
Even though just hours before the liturgy
the area had three inches of snow, the
church was full and eager to celebrate the
feast of St. Andrew the First-Called

Apostle.
At the beginning of the divine liturgy
the archbishop ordained Fernando
Melnychenko as a subdeacon. Archbishop
Antony’s sermon reflected on the spiritual
and historical legacy of Ukrainian
Orthodoxy in the modern age. The choir
conducted by Greg Oleynik enriched the
service.
After the divine liturgy all proceeded
to the newly remodeled hall where the
archbishop prayed and blessed the premises.
The very active Sisterhood, led by the
energetic Nadia Kolesnyk and Marta
Steliac, with the help of many others,
provided a bountiful feast. During the
program, skillfully conducted by Julia
Tamara Woroby receives the Parishioner of the Year Award from Archbishop
Antony.

The Lifetime Achievement Certificate is presented to Halyna Petrenko by
Archbishop Antony.

Lomatsky, the cathedral choir sang a couple of religious pieces. Jurko Ivanenko
and Danylko Steliac played their violins
and were beautifully accompanied on the
piano by their violin teacher, Solomia
Gorochivska.
His Eminence presented the
Parishioner of the Year and Lifetime
Achievement awards.
The Parishioner of the Year Award was
presented by Archbishop Antony to Dr.
Tamara Woroby, who contributed abundantly during the past year, being
involved in many parish organizations
and especially in the Parish Council,
where she has served as secretary for the
past eight years.
The Lifetime Achievement Certificate

was presented to Halyna Petrenko, who
has been involved in perhaps all the parish’s organizations and is especially a
“go-to” person when it comes to
Ukrainian culture and events that have
been part of the fabric of the St. Andrew
community. Mrs. Petrenko has also
served the Church on the national level as
president of the national Sisterhood and
as editor-in-chief of its publications.
As the Ukrainian Orthodox Church in
the U.S.A. is currently in the building
phase of its new museum, St. Andrew
Cathedral wanted to show the moral and
financial support for the project. The parish presented Archbishop Antony with
approximately $35,000 raised in the span
of some 20 minutes.

Bishop Daniel celebrates feast day at St. Katherine UOC in Minn.
by Maya Gregoret

Church.
The main subject of discussions was
ARDEN HILLS, Minn. – For many the daily life of parishes of the Church
weeks parishioners of St. Katherine
and the blessings and difficulties encounUkrainian Orthodox Church in Arden
tered by the Ukrainian Orthodox Church
Hills, Minn., had been looking forward to
Bishop Daniel’s visit for St. Katherine’s in the United States.
On Saturday evening, December 5, a
Feast Day.
vespers
service was celebrated. The serviBishop Daniel and Subdeacon Vasyl
ce
was
started by the Rev. Peter Siwko
Pasakas of St. Sophia Ukrainian Orthodox
Theological Seminary arrived from and later, in accordance with Church proChicago and directly from the airport tocol, Bishop Daniel and Subdeacon
went to meet with the parish board. A Pasakas, joined in to concelebrate.
pot-luck supper prepared by various Responses were by the church choir conparishioners was enjoyed in an informal duced by Oleksiy Khrystych.
An informal social hour followed, and
atmosphere. After supper, thought-provoking conversations ensued between the simple food was prepared by the
bishop and active members of the Sisterhood and enjoyed by all who wished to stay and meet
Bishp Daniel.
On Sunday morning,
December 6, the official
greetings of Bishop
Daniel started at 9:30
a.m. The ruling hierarch
of the Western Eparchy
was greeted by Sophia
Pechenuk and Eva
Marie McDonough, of
the parish’s Sunday
school, with a beautiful
bouquet of roses. The
Bishop immediately
took out several stems
of roses from the
bouquet and distributed
them to the children
w h o w ere s tan d ing
around. The president of
the Parish Council,
Sviatoslav Mirza, then
greeted the bishop on
behalf of all parishioners with the traditional
St. Katherine Ukrainian Orthodox Church in Arden bread and salt. Sharon
Hills, Minn.
Medjanyk, also greeted

the Bishop on behalf of the
Sisterhood, presenting him with a
bouquet of sunflowers and roses.
The church was filled to capacity for the solemn hierarchal liturgy. Concelebrating with Bishop
Daniel were the Rev. Siwko and
the Rev. Evhen Kumka, pastor of
St. Michael’s and St. George’s
Ukrainian Orthodox Church in
Minneapolis.
The church choir was joined by
several superb singers from St.
Michael’s and St. George’s church
choir, and under the conductorship
of Halyna Myroniuk sang the responses.
In his sermon Bishop Daniel
emphasized that because the
Ukrainian Orthodox Church in the
U.S.A. is in the middle of two cultures – the Ukrainian and the
American – it is very important in
order to preserve our Orthodox
Church to adjust our services and
celebrations to both cultures and
Bishop Daniel distributes Holy Eucharist.
languages. The service was conducted in both the English and Ukrainian with their singing of several charming
languages.
Ukrainian songs.
After the end of the Divine Liturgy,
Bishop Daniel then addressed parishioBishop Daniel presented blessed certifi- ners and guests, congratulating St.
cates to several parishioners for their Katherine Parish on its feast day. His
outstanding work and many years of ser- main theme, though, were his trips in the
vice to the Church. Honored were: Anatol summers of 2008 and 2009 to orphanages
Niepritzky, Louis Kropelnicki, Philip in Ukraine at Znamianka, Kirovohrad
Shayda, Ivan Hupalo, Tatiana and Ivan Oblast, and Zaluchia, Zhytomyr Oblast.
Ilievsky, Oksana Bryn and Neonila Both of these homes care for children
Paczkowski.
with severe and permanent mental and
Everyone was invited to the parish hall physical disabilities, many of which are
for a feast day luncheon. Luba Lewytzkyj, attributed to the Chornobyl nuclear accithe church’s cultural liaison, officially dent that took place more than 20 years
opened the program.
ago. A slide show of this trip was projecThe trio of singers Ukrainochky ted on the wall.
(Stephanie and Christina Korsunsky and
(Continued on page 28)
Daria Kushnir) enchanted the audience
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(Continued from page 2)
Reuters also protested at references to the
British newspaper The Daily Telegraph as
the source of the interview. The Telegraph
had simply reprinted the story, citing
Reuters, the agency said. All this has “not
only marred the image of the Chechen
president but has also damaged the reputation of our agency, which has for the past
150 years been providing its subscribers
with objective and impartial information
on principal world events,” Reuters said.
(Interfax-Ukraine)
Secretariat sees reasons to dissolve Rada

PROFESSIONALS

KYIV – There are enough reasons today
for the dissolution of the Verkhovna Rada,
the Ukrainian president’s aide Maryna
Stavniychuk said in an interview with the
Komsomolskaya Pravda Ukraine newspaper on December 25, 2009. “The president-patriot will never agree to such work
of the Parliament,” she said. “It must be
said frankly: the coalition of deputies’ factions with 226 votes has not existed for the
last year. If it is the president’s will to dissolve the Parliament early, there is a constitutional mechanism of dissolving the
Parliament,” she emphasized. Ms.
Stavniychuk also noted that the country is
ending 2009 without a report on the fulfillment of this year’s budget and without a
budget for the next year. “All this is a reason that encourages the president to use
the constitutional mechanism of an early
termination of the Parliament’s powers,”
she added. (Ukrinform)
Yushchenko on democracy-building
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KYIV – President Viktor Yushchenko is
convinced that only effective building of
democracy in Ukraine serves a guarantee
for successful development of the country.
The president was speaking on December
25, 2009, on the special TV show
“Democracy: A Ukrainian Way” shown by
the National Television Company of
Ukraine (NTCU). “We have to create a
democratic process, create the process of
national consolidation,” Mr. Yushchenko
emphasized, adding that, surely, this takes
more than one nor two years. Mr.
Yushchenko said Ukraine has in recent
years demonstrated a dynamic economic
growth due to its democratic course and its
clear social orientation. He expressed confidence that Ukraine’s nation-building, further democratization and European integration course are three crucial components for
the further successful development of
Ukraine. “We continued the difficult, but
historically logical process of national formation,” Mr. Yushchenko said, underlining
that fighting for democracy and freedom in
Ukraine is an everyday affair. “In Ukraine,
democracy, freedom of speech, freedom of
choice are unfortunately not axioms... All
that we have spoken about in the context of
democracy is under great risk. Every minute, every day we must fight for democracy,” the president said. (Ukrinform)
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KYIV – The New Year’s tree of
President Viktor Yushchenko has been sold
for $3,000 (U.S.) at the Kyiv auction-ball
“The Ball of Presidential New Year’s
Trees,” the presidential press-service reported on December 25, 2009. As the event’s
initiators had planned, famous politicians
decorated New Year’s trees according to the
concept chosen. After a short presentation,
every tree was put up for sale, and the funds
received were sent to charity, to an orphanage in Chernivtsi region. The president’s
New Year tree was decorated according to
Ukrainian traditions and was called
“Harmony.” (Ukrinform)
Antonov to test new airplane
KYIV – The Antonov Aeronautical

No. 1
Scientific/Technical Complex (Antonov
ASTC) announced plans to test its new
aircraft, the AN-158, in the first half of
2010. Antonov Chief Designer Dmytro
Kiva said on December 25, 2009, that the
design bureau is now actively assembling
the aircraft, which in many respects resembles its predecessor, the AN-148, but has
been improved. According to Mr. Kiva, the
AN-148 is more economical and has higher fuel efficiency, and is as reliable in
ground servicing as the AN-148. The serial
airliner is to be produced in Ukraine (Kyiv
Aviant Plant) and Russia (Voronezh
Aircraft-Building Co.). The plane can be
also converted for use by business and
economy classes. The first bids have been
submitted from Ukrainian, Russian,
Kazakh and Cuban airlines. The new airplane differs from the AN-148 mainly by
its length (it is nearly two meters longer),
fuselage, larger passenger capacity (80-100
seats as compared to 68-85 seats),
increased overhead compartments and
9-10 percent more efficient in fuel consumption. (Ukrinform)
SBU has children’s page on website
KYIV – The Security Service of
Ukraine (SBU) has launched a children’s
page titled “The SBU for Children” on its
official website. The SBU press center said
on December 25, 2009, that the opening of
a children’s section is another step toward
reforming the SBU into a European-style
special service. In an easy and interesting
form, the page focuses on the activity of
the SBU, its history and where SBU officers undergo training. The page is also
illustrated with pictures drawn by the
pupils of children’s homes and boarding
schools who have long been protected by
SBU officers. (Ukrinform)
Lviv to restore Lychakiv monuments
KYIV – The monuments on the graves
of renowned Polish and Ukrainian public
figures will be restored at Lviv’s Lychakiv
Cemetery with the aim of safeguarding of
the common cultural heritage of the two
nations, it was reported on December 25,
2009. The work is being financed by the
Ministry of Culture and National Heritage
of the Republic of Poland. According to
Lviv City Hall official Lilia Onischenko,
numerous visitors to the Lychakiv
Cemetery from a great number of countries will be able to see, in particular, the
restored headstones of Karol Mikuli (a
founder of the Lviv Piano School, a follower of compositor Frederic Chopin),
sculptor Hartman Vitver (the designer of
four fountain sculptures at Rynok Square
in downtown Lviv), historian Denis
Zubritsky (an author of the Chronicle of
Lviv). The Ukrainian and Polish restorers
will also continue working on restoring the
murals at the landmark Armenian
Cathedral in Lviv. (Ukrinform)
Khreschatyk as architectural monument
KYIV – The General Directorate of
Urban Construction, Architecture and
Design of the Kyiv City State
Administration (KCSA) announced plans
to initiate obtaining the status of the
national monument of architecture to the
Khreschatyk boulevard in Kyiv, the acting
head of the directorate, Serhii
Bronevytskyi, said on December 25, 2009.
He explained that this status will prevent
builders from altering the street’s architectural ensemble without the consent of the
agencies for protection of architectural
monuments. Currently, according to Mr.
Bronevytskyi, only individual buildings on
the Khreschatyk have been designated as
architectural monuments. (Ukrinform)
Austria returns artifacts, documents
KYIV – Austria has transferred to the
Ukrainian Culture and Tourism Ministry
(Continued on page 15)
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items of applied and decorative art, as well
as private letters from the period of the
German occupation of KamianetsPodilskyi (located in Khmelnytsky region),
which were brought to Austria during
World War II, the Ukrainian Foreign
Affairs Ministry’s press service reported
on December 25, 2009.The handover ceremony took place at the Ukrainian Foreign
Affairs Ministry. (Ukrinform)
Deaths from flu, AVRI rise to 597

THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY
thanks to investments in the economy, the
state budget grew from 80 billion hrv to
300 billion hrv. Mr. Yushchenko said he is
convinced that movement toward the
European community is extremely important for Ukraine since only then will it gain
access for its products to the European
market. “Only several months separate
Ukraine from signing a fundamental agreement on economic integration with the
EU, the signing of an association agreement,” Mr. Yushchenko noted. “By becoming a member of the European Union
Ukraine we will get an access to a unique,
large European market.” (Ukrinform)

KYIV – The number of deaths from flu
and acute respiratory viral infections
(ARVI) in Ukraine has risen to 597, the
Health Ministry reported on December 25,
2009. The flu epidemic threshold was
exceeded in 20 regions, and in the cities of
Kyiv and Sevastopol. A relatively favorable situation is being observed only in
Ivano-Frankivsk region. Nearly 3.414 million people have contracted the flu and
ARVI since the start of the epidemic
(October 29). Some 189,400 people have
been hospitalized since the start of the epidemic; of those hospitalized, 153,861 have
been discharged from hospitals.
(Ukrinform)

Tefft: U.S. will work with new president?

President: integration with EU is crucial

NATO enlargement no threat to Russia

KYIV – Thanks to foreign investment,
the Ukrainian economy grew by USD $32
billion (U.S.) over the past four years and
the national production level was not lower
than 7.5 percent, which is the best index in
Europe. At the same time, these processes
took place regardless of who was the
prime minister of Ukraine, Ukrainian
President Viktor Yushchenko said on
December 24, 2009, during a meeting with
the scientific intelligentsia and representatives of public organizations in
Dnipropetrovsk. The president noted that,

KYIV – Speaking in a December 24,
2009, interview with the newspaper
Segodnia, U.S. Ambassador to Ukraine
John Tefft assured that the people of
Ukraine will decide on Ukraine’s accession to NATO, and underscored that the
alliance’s enlargement poses no threat to
Russia. He said NATO’s position remains
unchanged: the Bucharest summit declared
that Georgia and Ukraine will become
members of the alliance, but that the decision concerning membership is a sovereign prerogative of the government and

KYIV – The United States will closely
monitor the upcoming presidential election
in Ukraine, and will cooperate with the
elected president, U.S. Ambassador to
Ukraine John Tefft said in an interview
with the Segodnia newspaper on December
24, 2009. Mr. Tefft refrained from evaluating the activity of the incumbent, Viktor
Yushchenko. He said he had met with candidate Viktor Yanukovych, leader of the
opposition Party of Regions of Ukraine,
and also planned to meet with Prime
Minister Yulia Tymoshenko, who is also
running for the presidency. (Ukrinform)
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people of Ukraine. The ambassador also
said the current members of the NATO
must admit that Ukraine meets membership requirements. Mr. Tefft also said that
the United States does not see any threat to
Russian interests in NATO’s enlargement,
adding that his country will support the
Ukrainian people’s decision on entering
NATO. (Ukrinform)
Medvedev on Ukraine’s election
KYIV – Russia does not have favorite
candidates in the election of the Ukrainian
president, so it will accept any choice
made by the Ukrainian people, Russian
President Dmitry Medvedev said in his
annual round-up interview granted to three
Russian television channels on December
24, 2009. At the same time, Mr. Medvedev
emphasized that he would like the future
Ukrainian president to be oriented toward
development of “good, warm and friendly
relations” with the Russian Federation.
(Ukrinform)
SBU gives documents to Crimean Tatars
KYIV – The Security Service of
Ukraine (SBU) handed over a collection
of unique historical documents kept in
criminal cases archives to representatives
of the Crimean Tatar people, the SBU
press service reported on December 24,
2009. Among the documents is a reproduction of the First Parliament of the
Crimean Tatars, the Kurultai, the first session of which was held in 1917 in
Bakhchisarai. At that session documents
were adopted and made public that determined the direction and the main steps of
further development of the Crimean Tatar
people. The participants of the first
Kurultai were later arrested and sent to
Soviet camps. The album presented to the
Crimean Tatars also contains photocopies
of over 1,000 documents, the originals of
which were kept at in the archives of the
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OGPU-NKVD secret police. (Ukrinform)
Special economic zone proposed for Crimea
KYIV – President Viktor Yushchenko
has proposed creating a special economic
zone in the Autonomous Republic of
Crimea. Speaking at a regional forum of
the Congress of Ukrainian Intellectuals in
Symferopol on December 23, 2009, Mr.
Yushchenko said that he had signed a
decree ordering the Cabinet of Ministers
and the Crimean Council of Ministers to
draft within one month a bill introducing
an economic regime in Crimea that would
differ from that in the rest of Ukraine. He
said that the special economic regime
should foresee new budgetary, fiscal, economic, and investment methods of behavior for economic entities and government
agencies. Mr. Yushchenko said that the
regime should apply to such sectors as
healthcare, tourism, agriculture, the
defense industry and others, and that such
a regime should be in effect on the peninsula for at least 20 years. (Ukrinform)
84 percent do not trust Rada
KYIV – The overwhelming majority
of Ukrainians – 84 percent – do not trust
the Verkhovna Rada (parliament), while
56 percent trust television. During a press
conference in Kyiv on December 23,
2009, Olha Balakireva, CEO of the
Yaremenko Social Studies Institute, disclosed these recent results of a public
opinion poll. Also reported was that: 79
percent do not trust the National Bank; 78
percent, the Cabinet of Ministers; 76 percent, political parties; 70 percent, the
police; 66 percent, prosecutor’s offices;
58 percent, trade unions; and 55 percent,
the Security Service. At the same time, 52
percent trust the radio; 50 percent, newspapers; 41 percent, religious organizations, and 38 percent, city heads.
(Ukrinform)
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Boston-area center holds dance
for Fourth Wave immigrants
by Peter T. Woloschuk
STOUGHTON, Mass. – In
an effort to reach out to the
more than 500 new Ukrainian
families that have settled since
Ukraine’s independence in
Boston’s south suburban
towns of Canton and
Stoughton and who, for the
most part, have neither taken
an active interest nor role in
the organized Ukrainian community, the Ukrainian
American Educational Center
(UAEC) of Boston sponsored
a Ukrainian autumn-themed
dance at the Portuguese Club
Luis de Camoes in Stoughton.
More than 100 hundred
young people turned out for
the November 21 event,
which featured the New
Jersey-based band Udech.
Most were in their mid-20s,
and most were in the United
States less than 10 years. They
enjoyed the Ukrainian buffet
and they kept the band playVsevolod Petriv
ing for just over five hours
with a single 15-minute interA dancer enjoys the “zabava.”
mission. Although most were
fluent in English, the language of the eveNadia Marta Majkut Yaremiy, 25, a
native of Dover, Mass., said, “the band is
ning was Ukrainian.
Among those attending were two post- very lively and plays a good mixture of tradoctoral students who are spending some ditional and contemporary music. Almost
time at the Harvard Ukrainian Research everyone in the hall is dancing and I haven’t
Institute: Serhiy Kuzmichov, 28, of Kyiv, seen people doing some of the more intridirector of the Chinese language department cate Ukrainian steps in years.”
“What a great night,” Yuri Pavlikovich,
at the National University of Kyiv Mohyla
Academy and assistant curator of the orien- 24, of Stoughton enthused. “I was able to
tal collections at the Kyiv Museum, and touch bases with many of my friends and
Denys Shestopalets, 27, of Luhansk, a people I haven’t seen in quite a while. I hope
Fulbright fellow at the University of that there will be many more nights like
Michigan studying Christian communities this.”
Yuri Kermak, also of Stoughton and
in the Islamic world in the 13th-16th centuDrohobych,
has been in America for five
ries.
years.
He
added,
“In America, you have to
“I find it fascinating to see how young
make
an
effort
and
work and try to go fordiaspora Ukrainians have adapted themward, but it’s important to have events like
selves to the United States and yet are workthis because you also need to remember
ing to preserving ties with their community
your own traditions and who you are.”
and maintain at least some aspects of their
“Although I’m not Ukrainian, my wife
own culture,” said Mr. Kuzmichov. Mr. is,” said Bob Reid, 38, of North Attleboro,
Shestopalets added, “I’ve never seen any- Mass. “Since I’ve been introduced to
thing like this in Luhansk.”
Ukrainian culture, I’ve come to realize that
Aleksandr Smaha, 26, of Stoughton and ‘zabavas’ are a wonderful way to bring
originally from Drohobych, spent most of friends together and celebrate the culture
the evening on the dance floor. “I’m having and life. I love them and my kids do too.”
a great time,” he said. “I feel that this is a
“The zabava was a great event that
very friendly place, with friendly people,
(Continued on page 30)
good music and great food.”
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NOTES ON PEOPLE
Diuk appointed
VP at NED
WASHINGTON – Nadia Diuk has
been appointed vice-president for programs in Africa, Latin America and
Eurasia at the National Endowment for
Democracy (NED), a private, non-profit
organization created in 1983 to strengthen democratic institutions around the
world through non-governmental efforts.
The NED’s announcement, released in
mid-November 2009, noted that Dr. Diuk
had joined the organization in 1987. She
had most recently led NED efforts as the
senior director for Europe and Eurasia. In
prior assignments she was a program
officer, senior program officer and director at the NED.
David Kushner of NED.org noted:
“Nadia has worked strategically during
her time at the NED to build a strong and
effective program in the Europe and
Eurasia region. She has met the challenge of crafting a portfolio of programs
to support the dynamic and volatile political processes in the region; finding
appropriate organizations; understanding
the rapidly changing political developments; and positioning the Endowment
to always be on the cutting edge of democratic progress. Her frequent public
appearances and interviews on TV and
radio testify to her communication skills
and recognition as an authority on the
region and also one of the leading specialists on Ukraine in Washington, D.C.
Articles she has authored have appeared
in respected publications on a regular
basis throughout her time at the NED
including the publication of two books.”
Dr. Diuk had supervised NED programs in Europe and Eurasia since 1987,
before the East European revolutions,
when most democrats could work only
underground, through the period of the
first free elections of 1989-1092, up to
the time of consolidating the transitions
in the new independent states of Eurasia
as well as assisting those democrats who
continue to work in authoritarian countries in that region.
Prior to her appointment at the NED,
she taught Soviet politics and Russian
history at Oxford University; was a
research associate at the Society for
Central Asian Studies, England; and editor-in-chief of the London-based publication Soviet Nationality Survey.
Her publications include two coauthored books, “The Hidden Nations:
The People Challenge the Soviet Union”
(New York: William Morrow, 1990) and

Holowinsky speaks
on biological clocks
by Peter T. Woloschuk

Yaro Bihun

Dr. Nadia Diuk
“New Nations Rising: The Fall of the
Soviets and the Challenge of
Independence” (John Wiley & Sons,
1993) and articles in The Washington
Post, The Washington Times, Journal of
Democracy, Orbis, The World and I,
Azerbaijan International and in the
Russian Journal of Public Opinion.
Dr. Diuk has appeared on CNN
International, National Empowerment TV
and Worldnet TV. Her radio interviews
have included National Public Radio,
BBC, Voice of America, and Radio
Liberty. She has been interviewed by
Russian radio and is a frequent commentator on Ukraine’s Channel 5 TV. She has
given testimony on Capitol Hill before
the House International Relations
Committee.
Her latest research project, “The Next
Generation of Young Leaders in Key
Post-Soviet States” will soon be published as a book by Rowman &
Littlefield.
Dr. Diuk is a member of the Council
on Foreign Relations and a member of
the advisory board of the Kennan Institute
of the Woodrow Wilson International
Center.
She earned a B.A (with honors) in history at the University of Sussex (United
Kingdom). Her M.Phil. in Russian and
East European studies and D. Phil. in
modern history were earned at St.
Antony’s College, University of Oxford.
She is the first Ukrainian woman to have
received a doctorate at Oxford. Her dissertation topic was the political writings
and thought of Mykhailo P. Drahomanov
(1841-1895).

JAMAICA PLAIN, Mass. – Christ the
King Ukrainian Catholic Parish of
Jamaica Plain, Mass., welcomed Andrew
W. Holowinsky, professor emeritus of
Brown University, Department of
Molecular Biology, Cell Biology and
Biochemistry, who spoke on the topic of
bioclocks. His talk, “What Time are Our
Bodies and What Makes Them Tick,”
was part of the ongoing series “Saturday
Night at the Parish” and took place on
Saturday, November 14, 2009, before a
gathering of some 60 people.
Parish choir director Igor Kowal acted
as master of ceremonies and welcomed
everyone in both English and Ukrainian
and then turned the podium to Dr.
Holowinsky, who then spent the next
hour explaining in layman’s terms the
nature of the biological clock found near
the hypothalamus in most living creatures, particularly in man, explaining its
function and implications for good
health, as well as looking at what happens when the functions of the clock are
blocked or disrupted.
Prof. Holowinsky opened his
PowerPoint presentation with a discussion of biological clocks, their impact
and importance, and the fact that every
living creature has an internal clock that
is dependent on and regulated by the
onset of daylight and nightfall. He then
looked at various creatures and pointed
out that some of them have precise
clocks, while some species like man have
clocks that are less precise (and are called
circadian because of this fact) and he
even looked at the common house cat
and explored the fact that it is the only
creature known whose activity is not
impacted either by light or by darkness.
An overview of the research performed since the 1950s to determine the
exact physical location of the biological
time clock was then given by Prof.
Holowinsky along with a detailed explanation of how the clock is maintained by
visual sensory stimulation and what happens when it is deprived of this input.

Finally, Prof. Holowinsky looked at a
number of practical implications that an
understanding of the workings of the
internal clock have, including the optimal
arrangement of work schedules and shift
changes, particularly those involving frequent changes as well as overnight work;
the fact that the body handles Novocain
and other anesthetics best early in the
afternoon, that it processes alcohol most
efficiently in the mid-to late afternoon;
and that it deals best with different types
of medications at different times of the
day, depending on the medication and the
dose prescribed.
Prof. Holowinsky received his undergraduate degree in biology from LaSalle
College and his doctorate in cellular plant
physiology from the University of
Pennsylvania. He also spent time as a
graduate student conducting research in
metabolic biology at Queen’s University.
He was a postdoctoral fellow at both
Harvard University and the University of
Pennsylvania. He has taught at Harvard
University, Brandeis University, and
Brown University, where he held
anppointment as associate professor of
Biology.
His areas of research interest and
expertise include the mechanisms of light
signal perception and transduction, the
effects of light signaling on development
and behavior, and the biological rhythms
and circadian timekeeping
Prof. Holowinsky is married to Motria
Jackewych Holowinsky and has one son
and two grandchildren. The Holowinskys
reside in Providence, R.I.
The monthly series at Christ the King
was initiated by Mr. Kowal in February
and is quite wide-ranging in the topics it
covers. Among other things, it has featured a showing of the classic film “Tini
Zabutykh Predkiv” (Shadows of
Forgotten Ancestors) and a talk by Adrian
Slywotzky, a partner at Oliver Wyman, a
global management company, on the
financial meltdown in the United States
and its impact on the rest of the world as
well as tips on what to expect next.
For further information on the speakers’ program readers may e- mail igor_
kowal@yahoo.co.uk, yaroslavnalysnyk@
aol.com, or boston-ukrs@yahoogroups.
com.

YOUR E-MAIL MESSAGES TO THE WEEKLY
Due to the quantity of messages The Ukrainian Weekly receives at its address
(staff@ukrweekly.com), we kindly ask senders to have consideration for those
on the receiving end.
1. If you send us a message by e-mail, please expect that we will respond likewise. Therefore, please do not block our responses or ask us to fill out request
forms in order to become “approved senders.” (We simply haven’t got the time
to fill out such requests.)
2. If you send us information in attachment form, please do not label the attachment “The Ukrainian Weekly,” “Ukrainian Weekly,” “The Weekly,” or any variation thereof. Please use an appropriate label for your attachment that will distinguish it from others. (Do you know how many attachments we receive that are
called “Ukrainian Weekly”?)
3. Please do not ask us to visit sites online to download photos that go with
your stories. Please send good quality jpg files to us directly. (Please do not
send us digital photos that are low resolution and therefore not suited for reproduction – most photos taken at low resolution are suitably for the web only.)
Thank you for your anticipated cooperation!

Vsevolod Petriv

Prof. Emeritus Andrew Holowinsky addresses a capacity audience at Christ the
King’s “Saturday Night at the Parish” speakers’ series.
“notes on people” is a feature geared toward reporting on the achievements of members of
the
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Ukrainian pro sports update: MLS soccer
by Ihor Stelmach

Dema Kovalenko
of the Los Angeles Galaxy
Born August 28, 1977, in Kyiv, Dema
Kovalenko plays midfield for the Los
Angeles Galaxy of Major League Soccer
(MLS). He resides in Rochester, N.Y., where
he emigrated in 1992. Dmytro “Dema”
Kovalenko is a 1996 graduate of Greece
Arcadia High School in Rochester, N.Y. He
went on to college at renowned NCAA soccer power Indiana University, where he
played for three years (1996-1998). In 1998
the Hoosiers won the national championship
and Kovalenko earned prominence when he
was selected as an NCAA first-team AllAmerican.
Kovalenko joined Major League Soccer
as an allocation pick to the Dallas Burn in
1999, but immediately forced a trade to the
Chicago Fire, having expressed his unwillingness to join the Dallas organization.
Kovalenko saw little field action in his rookie year, playing a mere 291 minutes in 11
games. He managed to score three goals and
gained notoriety when he broke the leg and
ended the career of Dallas defender Brandon
Pollard with a dangerous tackle.
His sophomore campaign saw Kovalenko
come into his own when he scored 10 goals
with five assists in 31 matches for Chicago,
helping his squad to a U.S. Open Cup victory. In his third season with the Fire he was
moved from forward to attacking midfielder,
yet he still spearheaded the offense with
another eight goals and seven assists in 25
games.
The 2001 season saw him earn his first
MLS All-Star honor. After completing his
2001 MLS season, Kovalenko was loaned
to FC St. Pauli of the German Bundesliga,
where he played in five European matches.
His fourth and final year in Chicago saw
All-Star status again, despite only a single
goal with eight assists.
Following the 2002 season, Kovalenko
was traded by Chicago to D.C. United,
largely to alleviate the Fire’s salary cap
problems. He started 26 games for his new
club, scoring six goals with D.C., four of
which came during a five-game stretch in
July and August when his club went 4-1-0.
In 2004 Kovalenko won his first MLS
Cup championship, helping D.C. United
beat Kansas City 3-2. Again an MLS AllStar, he tallied two goals with a career-best
10 assists, including his only multi-assist
game. More notoriety came his way when
he became the first ever player sent off in
the MLS Cup, receiving a red card for an
intentional hand ball.
His final season at D.C. saw Kovalenko
appear in 26 games (23 starts) with four
goals and four assists. He continued his
streaky scoring with goals in three consecutive August wins. In games he scored or
assisted, his team was 5-0-1. A broken foot
early in the season cost him several games.
In January 2006, Kovalenko returned to play
in Ukraine after being unable to agree on a
new contract, signing with FC Metalurh
Zaporizhzhia.

In August 2006, Kovalenko returned to
MLS as one of coach Bruce Arena’s first
signings with the New York Red Bulls. He
made his Red Bulls debut in a friendly
against Barcelona, seeing limited action in
the shortened season.
Kovalenko persevered through another
shortened campaign in 2007 – his first full
season with New York. A strained groin and
facial injuries suffered in an automobile
accident meant missing playing time.
Nineteen games yielded two goals and one
assist, but his return late in the year helped
the team into the playoffs.
Acquired by Real Salt Lake in February
2008, Kovalenko appeared in 22 games during his only year in Utah, netting a goal and
two helpers. He helped lead Real to the postseason for the first time in club history and
scored a goal as RSL eliminated Chivas
USA in the Western Conference Semifinals.
The Los Angeles Galaxy attained his services from Real Salt Lake in exchange for
allocation money and a conditional draft
pick in the 2011 MLS Super Draft on
January 20 of this year. In 15 games played
and started with the Galaxy in 2009,
Kovalenko assisted on two goals. Los
Angeles got as far as the 2009 MLS Cup,
losing to Real Salt Lake on penalty kicks.
The defensive demon
Dema (some call him “Demon”)
Kovalenko’s outward persona is a bit menacing: the unshaved face, piercing brown
eyes and the Ukrainian accent are typical of
a bone-crunching tackler prone to card-collecting outbursts.
Yet Kovalenko – who stands 5-foot-8 and
weighs 160 pounds – has been known to
stroll around the Los Angeles Galaxy’s locker room with a friendly 12-pound Lhasa
apso named Bentley under an arm – this
with permission of coach Bruce Arena and
the team’s equipment manager, who made a
nameplate for Bentley. (By the way, the dog
responds to commands only in Ukrainian!)
Kovalenko is so fond of Bentley, he had
him under his seat last winter when he flew
back to Ukraine to visit his family.
“I love my little dog,” said Kovalenko in
an interview with Billy Witz of The New
York Times. “He’s everything to me. He’s
like my son. Every time I’m on the road, I
miss him so much. People that don’t know
me think I’m this tough guy, but inside I’m
a softie.”
David Beckham and Landon Donovan
are the glamour guys of the Galaxy, but the
reason the team made the MLS Cup in 2009,
after missing the playoffs the past three seasons, is the team’s defense. Though most of
the credit for cutting last season’s leagueworst 62 goals allowed in half this year went
to their new goalie, Donovan Ricketts, a fair
share went to Kovalenko. He provided a
strong defensive presence in front of a back
line that started two rookies.
“Dema is the elastic guy that you don’t

Whether they’re 15 or 50,
give your children a gift subscription to

The Ukrainian Weekly.

To subscribe call 973-292-9800, x 3042
or e-mail ukrsubscr@att.net.

want to play against, but you love on your
team,” said Donovan, the league’s MVP, in
his chat with Mr. Witz. “There’s not too
many guys in sports like that, but he’s been
great for us all year.”
Galaxy coach Arena backed up the lovehate relationship Kovalenko personifies:
“Players that are willing to put their neck on
the line sometimes have to deal with adversity. That’s been the case with Dema.”
Arena should know. He has developed a
tight bond with Kovalenko, who requested
the trade from Real Salt Lake last winter,
having played for the coach in New York.
Arena first knew of Kovalenko when he saw
the 13-year-old play for the first time, weeks
after arriving in the United States. Years
later Arena wrote a letter of recommendation to support Kovalenko’s second bid for a
green card.
“I love the guy,” said Kovalenko, now a
32-year-old American citizen. “Anytime I
go crazy, he puts sense in my head.”
Kovalenko arrived in 1991, as the USSR
was dissolving. He originally came over
months earlier to play in a soccer tournament, then returned with eight teammates
once arrangements were made for them to
stay with host families. His parents let him
go to a foreign land believing he would have
a better life.
Today, his two BMWs are proof positive
that Kovalenko has gotten used to the comforts of life as an American professional athlete. His 2006 return to Ukraine to play for a
few months proved to be a struggle.
“When you’re used to your life, it’s very
difficult to go back and adjust,” said the
Ukrainian midfielder, a three-time MLS AllStar. “I’ve been here too long, I guess.”

However, the comfortable life of a pro
athlete is not without regret. Assimilating
into a new culture, learning a new language,
all without his family was quite difficult.
Kovalenko missed his grandfather’s funeral
and barely knows his sister, who was 7
when he left and is now married with children in Kyiv.
“I gained some things in America, but I
lost a lot of things, too,” Kovalenko admitted in his interview with the Times. “I wish I
was closer to my family, to spend holidays
with them. But you can’t have both worlds.”
His father had many jobs when
Kovalenko was growing up – unloading
milk trucks and teaching physical fitness
among them, to provide for his family. As a
youngster, Dema would help out by hustling
for money on the street corner by juggling a
ball made out of rags and tape.
“He’s ultracompetitive,” said Galaxy
midfielder Chris Klein, Dema’s college
teammate at Indiana. “You’d be at a party,
and he would be betting people he could
juggle a medicine ball 10 times off his head.
He’s still like that.”
Controlling that competitiveness has not
always been easy. The 2004 MLS Cup,
when Kovalenko got the red card for an
intentional hand ball is an example. He said
he spent “the longest 30 minutes of my life”
watching his D.C. United team hang on for
a 3-2 win over Kansas City.
He promised that would never happen
again, certainly not in a playoff game or Cup
final, but he knows better. “I’m an angry
person on the field,” Kovalenko said. “When
things don’t go my way, I get mad. I want to
make it right. I’m very emotional, and sometimes things happen.”
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Bishop Daniel...

(Continued from page 13)

The president of the Parish Council,
Mr. Mirza, presented Bishop Daniel with
a check in the amount of $1,000 for
humanitarian work at these orphanages.
Valentina Yarr, president of St.
Michael’s and St. George’s Parish in

No. 1
neighboring Minneapolis, greeted parishioners of St. Katherine Church on their
feast day and wished them success for
many years in the future.
A commemorative photo of parishioners and guests with Bishop Daniel was
taken on the parish hall stage. Final prayers sung by the Church choir with everyone pitching in concluded these celebrations of St. Katherine Parish’s feast day.

Administration, The Ukrainian Weekly,
2200 Route 10, P.O. Box 280
Parsippany, NJ 07054.

The archpastoral divine liturgy at St. Katherine Ukrainian Orthodox Church in
Arden Hills, Minn.
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Your election observer glossary: The ABC’s of TsVK, DVK, OVK and OBSYe
by Zenon Zawada
Kyiv Press Bureau

KYIV – Brushing up on your
Ukrainian is tough enough when preparing for an election-observing mission. Yet
mastering election terminology is even a
greater challenge. Here’s a glossary of
words you’re likely to hear as you’re
serving to ensure democracy in Ukraine.
Adminresurs – the abuse of access to
government resources. Examples of
adminresurs in these elections have been
President Viktor Yushchenko and
Parliamentary Chair Volodymyr Lytvyn
campaigning during working hours, and
local officials campaigning for Viktor
Yanukovych at government meetings.
Government buildings, including schools,
festooned with campaign materials is also
adminresurs.
Biulyten – a long sheet of paper that
serves as an election ballot. Voting in
Ukraine remains the old-fashioned way,
with paper and pen. Voters will have 18
presidential candidates to choose from, as
well as the option, “Do Not Support Any
Candidate.”
Chorniy Piar – smear, mudslinging
and negative advertising, literally translated as “black public relations.” The
presidential campaign is replete with billboards, leaflets and speeches that defame
opponents rather than inform voters. One
billboard depicted Prime Minister Yulia
Tymoshenko together with Russian Prime

Turning the pages...

(Continued from page 6)
Parliament of Ukraine ratified this charter, the charter takes upon itself the
responsibility to uphold the rights of
those languages that are on the verge of
extinction. There is no way one can say
this about the Russian language,” Ms.
Chmil said.
This is, first and foremost, a financial
issue related to distributors who previously worked with intermediaries in
Russia would now have to dub their films
into Ukrainian, Ms Chmil said, “because
the films produced in Russia are obviously initially geared toward the Russian
market.”
Ukraine’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs
(MFA) responded to its Russian counterpart’s allegations with its own statement
that accused Russia of artificially attempting to increase tensions and destabilize
relations by playing the language game.
“Of course, such a campaign aims to
disorient the international community
with respect to the guaranteed status of
national minorities’ rights in our country,
as well as to introduce the element of
instability between ethnic relations within
Ukraine,” stated Ukraine’s MFA.
Ukraine’s Minister of Foreign Affairs
Volodymyr Ohryzko told Russia’s
A m b a s s a d o r t o U k r a i n e Vi k t o r
Chernomyrdin on January 10, 2008, that
“the tone of the latest claims by the
Russian Ministry regarding Ukraine’s history, its language policy and its guarantee
of the rights of national minorities may
damage Ukrainian-Russian relations.”
P r e s i d e n t i a l c a n d i d a t e Vi k t o r
Yanukovych told the Associated Press on
December 29, 2009, that his first priority
if elected president would be to end what
he called the “forced Ukrainianization” of
his Russian-speaking supporters by reviving the use of the Russian language.
Source: “Russian statement criticizes
Ukraine on language policy,” by Illya
Labunka, The Ukrainian Weekly, January
13, 2008.

Minister Vladimir Putin under the words,
“They’ve Reached an Understanding.”
Meanwhile Arseniy Yatsenyuk has been
depicted as a tool of oligarchs.
Dzhynsa – news reports that are paid
for by election campaigns to promote
their candidate or smear another. They
can appear in mainstream media, where
editors and reporters gladly accept the
money because of low wages.
Karozel – a tactic in election fraud in
which a group of voters visit numerous
polling stations to cast multiple votes.
Brazenly employed in the 2004 presidential vote, the “carousels” have become
more covert. Election officials are concerned the new provision for this election
allowing voters to add their names to
voter registers on Election Day will
revive the tactic.
OBSYe – Organization for Security
and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE). It
dispatched about 600 observers for the
January 17 elections.
OVK – district election commission
(okruzhna vyborcha komisiya). About

225 district commissions have been established for the January 17 vote, consisting
of 25 to 30 commissioners nominated by
the competing candidates. A single oblast
can have between six and 30 commissions. They receive protocols and ballots
from local election commissions and
transfer the protocols to the Central
Election Commission.
DVK – local election commission
(dilnychna vyborcha komisiya). More
than 33,000 local election commissions
have been established, consisting of 25 to
30 commissioners nominated by the competing candidates. Each district has about
100 commissions, situated at every polling station. They are responsible for conducting the vote, tallying the ballots,
completing protocols and submitting
them along with the ballots to the district
election commissions.
Ts V K – t h e C e n t r a l E l e c t i o n
Commission (tsentralna vyborcha komisiya) is the government authority that
establishes the final election results. It
consists of 15 members, most of which

have political allegiances to the leading
candidates. Chairman Volodymyr
Shapoval recently served in the
Presidential Secretariat and therefore may
be aligned with President Yushchenko.
Plomba – the tape that must be fastened to the ballot box to ensure the ballots aren’t tampered with during voting. A
plivka is audio or video tape. Skoch is the
term for masking tape or scotch tape.
Porushennia – violation.
Protokol – reports compiled by polling
station chairs and commissioners that
contain vital information about polling
stations and vote tallies. They measure
about 4” by 5.5”
Sposterihach – observer
Vyborcha dilnytsia – polling station.
About 33,000 have been established for
the January 17 election. Each polling station is directed by its local election commission. Small polling stations host up to
500 voters, medium between 500 and
1,500 voters and large more than 1,500
voters.
ZMI – mass media
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Survival tips for election observers in Ukraine
by Zenon Zawada
Kyiv Press Bureau

KYIV – The political apathy that has
infected Ukraine has spread abroad as
fewer diaspora Ukrainians will be observing the 2010 presidential elections than in
2004.
The Ukrainian Congress Committee of
America (UCCA) reported it will field
about 100 observers. It won’t be the first
election observing mission for many of
them, nor the first visit to Ukraine.
Yet it’s worth a reminder that the election-observing trip is a journey into a
starkly different country with values and
customs far different from ours in the
West. Several tips are worth keeping in
mind.
1. Be careful. With the economy
down, crime is up. Foreigners are prime
targets so there’s no need to put on a fash-

ion show. Wearing simple clothes that
you’d buy from Target or Wal-Mart will
allow you to fit right in. Don’t carry much
cash. Hide the cash in body wallets or
purses, also available at Target.
2. Be sensitive to the language issue.
Ukrainians think that anyone who speaks
Ukrainian must know Russian. When
they respond in Russian to your
Ukrainian, explain to them very clearly,
“I am American. I speak Ukrainian. I
don’t speak Russian.” You might need to
repeat this, if they don’t get it the first
time. Don’t demand that they speak
Ukrainian. It’s become impolite to request
that someone switch to Russian or
Ukrainian. They might make exceptions
for foreigners. Many Ukrainians can’t
even speak Ukrainian, so try to learn
some basic Russian phrases along the
way.

3. Be confident and assertive. Being
soft and gentle doesn’t get you far in
Ukraine. Speak firmly and confidently. If
you need the attention of a clerk, cashier
or waiter/waitress, state in a loud, confident voice, “Shanovniy!” or “Shanovna!”
Don’t let people ignore you. Don’t let
people cut you in line. Don’t be shy and
take charge!
4. Don’t smile too much. Smiling
doesn’t get you far in Ukraine. It doesn’t
impress anyone, and it’ll immediately
reveal that you’re a Westerner. If you
smile too much, they’ll even think you’re
a bit nutty.
5. Don’t expect politeness. Don’t
expect “service with a smile.” Don’t
expect comfort. Don’t expect people to
go out of their way. Don’t get angry.
Accept the conditions for what they are.
Remind yourself that Ukrainians lived in
a prison of torture called the Soviet Union

Boston-area...

(Continued from page 24)
brought together quite a few newcomers to
greater Boston, as well as younger Ukrainian
Americans living in the southern suburbs,”
explained event coordinator and UAEC secretary Maria Fedynyshyn Saxe. “It was our
first outreach effort and based on the
response, I am confident that this is just the
beginning.”
The dance was organized by Ms.
Fedynyshyn Saxe who worked in conjunction with the UAEC’s planning committee
headed by Stephen Kostecki, Vsevolod
Petriv, UAEC’s marketing committee chair
and volunteer Halyna Klyuchak. The UAEC
board provided enthusiastic support. Among
the board members who attended and who
helped with various aspects of the event
were Andrew Lozynsky, Wasyl Matveychuk,
Michael Nosal and Nicholas Zozula.
The UAEC was founded in 2008 and is

for 70 years. Remind yourself the average
wage in Ukraine is about $240 a month.
It’ll put things in perspective.
6. Choose your food carefully. Food
quality standards are quite low. Inspect
any food you purchase by looking at it
carefully, perhaps even smelling it. Taste
anything with a teaspoon before you dig
in fully. Consider the sanitary conditions
of the shop or restaurant as a reflection of
how the food might be prepared.
7. Be prepared for anything.
Anything can happen in Ukraine on a
daily basis – electrical black-outs, heating
failures, unavailable items, vehicular
accidents, slips and falls, subway muggings, pick-pocketing or drunken outbursts. Take the necessary precautions,
cope with the inconveniences and play it
cool. You’ll appreciate the little things
that make life so comfortable in the West.
a collaborative effort of seven Ukrainian
American organizations, including the
Ukrainian American Heritage Foundation,
and Boston-area branches of the
Ukrainian American Youth Association,
Ukrainian American Veterans, Ukrainian
Congress Committee of America, the
Ukrainian Federal Credit Union, the
Ukrainian National Women’s League of
America and Plast Ukrainian Scouting
Organization.
Its mission is to establish and maintain
facilities for the preservation and promulgation of Ukrainian culture, history, religion,
language and heritage by promoting, supporting and conducting educational, religious and social service programs that serve
the Ukrainian American community of the
greater Boston area.
For further information on the UAEC and
its events readers may log on to its website,
www.ukrainiancenter.org, or e-mail the
Center at uke@ukrainiancenter.org.

Udech with zabava organizer Maria Fedynyshyn Saxe.
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OUT AND ABOUT
January 6
Hartford, CT

Christmas Eve Dinner “Sviat Vechir,” Ukrainian
National Home, 860-296-5702

January 22-24
New York

January 8-10
Jasper, AB

Malanka in the Mountains, Fairmont Jasper Park
Lodge, 866-840-8106
http://www.fairmont.com/jasper/HotelPackages/
SignatureMalanka2010.htm

January 23
Montreal

January 9
Hartford, CT

Malanka, featuring music by Halychany, Ukrainian
National Home, 860-296-6955

January 10
Winnipeg, MB

Concert, “Festival of Carols,” Oseredok Ukrainian
Cultural and Educational Center, 204-942-0218

January 15
Scranton, PA

6th annual Malanka, St. Vladimir Ukrainian
Catholic parish center, 570-563-2275

January 15-17
New York

Film festival, “Orange Weekend in Film,” The
Ukrainian Museum, 212-228-0110

January 16
Dedham, MA

Malanka, featuring music by Na Zdorov’ya,
Ukrainian American Educational Center of Boston,
St. John of Damascus Church hall, 508-245-1890

January 16
Ansonia, CT

Malanka, featuring music by Vox Ethnika, John J.
Sullivan’s, 203-735-8233 (no tickets sold at door)

January 16
Mississauga, ON

Malanka, Ukrainian American Youth Association –
Mississauga Branch, Mississauga Convention
Center, www.cymmissmalanka.com

January 16
Ottawa

Malanka, Assumption of the Blessed Virgin
Ukrainian Orthodox Church, ottmalanka@gmail.com

January 22
Warren, MI

Malanka, featuring music by Svitanok, Ukrainian
Youth Organizations of Metro Detroit, Ukrainian
Cultural Center, 586-757-8130 or 586-558-8508

“Yara 20 Years of Theatre: A Festival of Music,
Poetry and Art,” Yara Arts Group, Ukrainian
Institute of America, 212-288-8660
Malanka, Plast Ukrainian Scouting Organization and
Ukrainian Youth Association in Canada, Crown Plaza
Hotel – Montreal Airport, 514-502-6237

January 25
Washington

Lecture by David Kramer, “Ukraine After the First
Round of Elections,” Ronald Reagan Building and
International Trade Center, 202-691-4000

January 30
New Britain, CT

Malanka, featuring music by Zolota Bulava and
Hrim, Zolotyj Promin Ukrainian Dance Ensemble,
St. George Greek Orthodox hall,
860-452-4023 or 860-676-2790

January 30
Carteret, NJ

Malanka, featuring music by Fata Morgana, St.
Demetrius Community Center, 609-655-4468
(pre-paid tickets only)

January 31
Lansdale, PA

Blessing of church iconostas and wall iconography
by Chrystyna Dochwat, led by MetropolitanArchbishop Stefan Soroka, Presentation of Our
Lord Ukrainian Catholic Church, 215-715-4871

February 6
Parsippany, NJ

Debutante Ball, Ukrainian American Youth
Association, Sheraton Hotel, 212-473-3084

February 13
Washington

Debutante Ball, The Washington Group and the
Washington School of Ukrainian Studies, L’Enfant
Plaza Hotel, zabavadc@gmail.com or 800-635-5056

Entries in “Out and About” are listed free of charge. Priority is given to
events advertised in The Ukrainian Weekly. However, we also welcome submissions from all our readers. Items will be published at the discretion of the
editors and as space allows. Please send e-mail to mdubas@ukrweekly.com.
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PREVIEW OF EVENTS
Friday-Sunday, January 15-17
NEW YORK: There will be an “Orange
Weekend of Film” at The Ukrainian
Museum. As the current presidential election campaign in Ukraine heats up, memories of the Orange Revolution abound. The
documentary films shown during the
Orange Weekend festival will recall the
historic events that took place from
November 2004 to January 2005, focusing
the attention of the world on Ukraine, its
fledgling democracy and its struggle for
justice. Whether you are interested in
learning about the Orange Revolution or
want to relive the excitement – and hope –
of that time, these films are not to be
missed. Friday at 7 p.m.: Steve York’s
“Orange Revolution” (2007, 106 min.,
English), plus a question-and-answer session with Prof. Alexander Motyl of
Rutgers University; Saturday at 7 p.m.:
Damian Kolodiy’s “Orange Chronicles”
(2004, 96 min., English/Ukrainian/English
subtitles), with an opportunity to meet the
filmmaker; Sunday at 2 p.m.: Mirosław
Dembiński’s “Dwarfs Go to Ukraine”
(2005, 58 min., Polish/Ukrainian w/
English subtitles), and an opportunity to
meet Mr. Dembiński. The museum’s film
series is supported in part by the New York
City Department of Cultural Affairs.
Admission (includes reception): $15; $10
for members and seniors; $5 for students.
Special pricing – buy tickets for two films
and see all three: $30; $20 for members
and seniors; $10 for students. RSVP by
calling 212-228-0110 or e-mailing info@
ukrainianmuseum.org. Reservations are
recommended.
Saturday, January 30
CARTERET, N.J.: St. Demetrius
Ukrainian Orthodox Cathedral and St.
Mary’s Ukrainian Catholic Church are co-

sponsoring a Malanka, which will be held
at the St. Demetrius Community Center,
681 Roosevelt Ave. Entertainment will be
provided by Fata Morgana. Tickets are
$55, which includes admission, choice of
sirloin beef or chicken capon dinner, open
bar, midnight hors d’oeuvres and a champagne toast. The St. Demetrius Center is
located just blocks from Exit 12 of the
New Jersey Turnpike. There is a Holiday
Inn right off the exit. Doors will open at 6
p.m. Dinner will be served at 7 p.m. and
music starts at 8 p.m. For table and tickets
reservations contact Peter Prociuk,
609-655-4468 or pprociuk@aol.com.
Tickets will not be sold at the door.
Outside liquor is prohibited. Deadline for
tickets is January 24. For more information visit www.stdemetriusuoc.org.
Sunday, January 31
LANSDALE, Pa.: The Presentation of
Our Lord Ukrainian Catholic Church
(1564 Allentown Road, Lansdale, Pa.)
invites all to attend the blessing and dedication of its new iconostas and wall iconography. The blessing and dedication will
take place during an 11 a.m. pontifical
divine liturgy at which Archbishop
Metropolitan Stefan Soroka will be the
chief celebrant and homilist. At 1 p.m., in
the social hall next to the church, the parish will host a banquet. All will have an
opportunity to meet master iconographer
Chrystyna Dochwat and to view a display
of her works in the church and in the hall.
A Ukrainian folk ensemble will provide
entertainment. Admission to the banquet is
only $25 ($10 for children under age 12).
For tickets or additional information call
or e-mail Mike at 215-715-4871 or
PresentationUCC@gmail.com, or visit the
website www.PresentationUkrainianCC.
com.

PREVIEW OF EVENTS GUIDELINES

Being Ukrainian means:
o “Malanka” in January.
o Deb in February.
o Two Easters in springtime.
o “Zlet” and “Sviato Vesny” in May.
o Soyuzivka’s Ukrainian Cultural Festival in July.
o “Uke Week” at Wildwood in August.
o Back to Ukrainian school in September.
o “Morskyi Bal” in New Jersey in November.
o “Koliada” in December.
o A subscription to The Ukrainian Weekly
ALL YEAR ROUND.
To subscribe to The Ukrainian Weekly, fill out the form below, clip
it and mail it to: Subscription Department, The Ukrainian Weekly,
2200 Route 10, P.O. Box 280, Parsippany, NJ 07054.
Or simply call 973-292-9800, ext. 3042.

Preview of Events is a listing of community events open to the public. It is a
service provided at minimal cost ($20 per listing) by The Ukrainian Weekly to the
Ukrainian community.
To have an event listed in Preview of Events please send information, in English,
written in Preview format, i.e., in a brief paragraph that includes the date, place, type
of event, sponsor, admission, full names of persons and/or organizations involved,
and a phone number to be published for readers who may require additional
information. Items should be no more than 100 words long; longer submissions
are subject to editing. Items not written in Preview format or submitted without all
required information will not be published.
Preview items must be received no later than one week before the desired date of
publication. No information will be taken over the phone. Items will be published
only once, unless otherwise indicated. Please include payment for each time
the item is to appear and indicate date(s) of issue(s) in which the item is to be
published. Also, senders are asked to include the phone number of a person who
may be contacted by The Weekly during daytime hours, as well as their complete
mailing address.
Information should be sent to: preview@ukrweekly.com or Preview of Events,
The Ukrainian Weekly, 2200 Route 10, P.O. Box 280, Parsippany, NJ 07054; fax,
973-644-9510. NB: If e-mailing, please do not send items as attachments;
simply type the text into the body of the e-mail message.

VACATION RENTALS
IN LVIV
Beautiful, spacious, very central,
competitively priced.
Available for daily, weekly, monthly
or long term lease.
For photos and information
please visit www.rentlviv.com
Contact Myron and Georges at
lvivrent@rogers.com
Toronto - 416 248 9803

